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Abstract. The asymptotic behavior of a nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation

u\ = Au£ - ~W'(u£) + -g(ue)Xe
E* £

is studied when the small parameter e tends to zero. Here a Lagrange multiplier A£ is
introduced into the equation to enforce the conservation of mass. An energy-estimates ap-
proach is used to show that a limiting solution can be characterized by moving interfaces.
It is further shown that the asymptotic limit of solutions of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau
equation is a weak solution of the nonlocal, mass-preserving mean curvature flow. The
weak solutions are constructed within a framework of the theory of viscosity solutions.
In addition, the results describing interactions between the interfaces are obtained.

1. Introduction. Let be a bounded open domain in R™ with an outward nor-
mal vector n(a:) where x € <90, and consider the following nonlocal reaction-diffusion
equation:

u\ = Au£ — -i? f(ue) + Xs, x G n, t > 0,

l£lan = 0> W
u£(x, 0) = ifd, t = 0.

Here f(u) = W'(u) and W(u) is a double-well potential, (f> £ C°°(f2) is a function
satisfying the compatibility condition §^|as2 = 0, while

Ae = £2|0|
f f(u£) dx, (2)

J n

and |0| is the volume of Q. The small parameter e is introduced in such a way so that
the diffusion term in (1) is negligible compared to the reaction term, except maybe in a
narrow, of the order e, transition layer where gradients are large.
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This problem was proposed by Rubinstein and Sternberg in [1]. They observed that, at
least formally, (1) is a particular regime of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation, introduced
by Novick-Cohen in [2]

aut = A(/(u) - /3Au + vut). (3)

Then (1) corresponds to the case when a is much smaller than /?, v, and 1, while u is
subject to the boundary conditions

^~(/(u) ~ P^U + l/Ut) = 0,
dQ

du
dn

= 0.
an

On the other hand, if v <C a,/3,1, then (3) reduces to

otut = A(/(w) - (3Au). (4)

Thus (1) can be interpreted as a simpler alternative to the Cahn-Hilliard equation (4).
Assuming that ue is a concentration of one component in a binary mixture, we can

also view (1) as a model of phase separation in that mixture, with (2) representing the
mass conservation law

u£ dx — const. (5)
/Jn

By analyzing Eq. (1) using the method of matched asymptotic expansions and multiple
time scales, Rubinstein and Sternberg found that the phases rapidly separate as e —» 0
and that the propagation of the interfaces between these phases is a coarsening process
depending in a nonlocal manner on mean curvature. In other words, the functions ue
converge in Ll(Q, x [0,T]) to some function u, where u assumes values at the points of
the minimum of the double-well potential W almost everywhere in x [0, T]. Then the
boundary between the regions of constant u evolves according to

V = mean curvature + A(t) in Q, (6)

where A (t) is such that the volume of the region enclosed by the interfaces Tt is constant in
time, and V is the normal velocity of Ft. The pair (Tt, A(£)) is called a volume-preserving
mean curvature flow with associated geometric PDE

vt - ~ (D2]^'2DV)) - X^)\Dv\ = 0 mRnx(0,oo). (7)

The evolutionary properties of the flow (6) differ from those of the flow by mean cur-
vature. Indeed, it is well known that the motion by mean curvature does not exhibit
stationary fronts not connected to the boundary. In fact, every initially bounded hy-
persurface in R'1 will shrink into points in finite time. By contrast, the nonlocal flow
provides more interesting structure that allows for the formation of stationary interfaces
as well as interaction effects. A simple example of the stationary interface is given by a
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single sphere evolving in R" by the volume-preserving flow. The nonlocal effects, how-
ever, present some difficulties in finding global solutions of (6). So far, some existence
results exist only for short times and smooth initial data ([25], [26]).

In 1992 Barles, Soner, and Souganidis [3] developed a rigorous approach for obtain-
ing the asymptotic limits of reaction-diffusion equations using viscosity techniques. In
particular, they conjectured that their approach can be successfully used for studying
the asymptotic limit of (1) under certain restrictions on the behavior of the Lagrange
multiplier Ae(t) as e —> 0.

The method of [3] is based on a level set approach to motion by mean curvature, as
developed by Evans and Spruck in [19] and Chen, Giga, and Goto in [20]. It consists of
studying the properties of the signed distance function to the front. For example, for the
standard Allen-Cahn equation

ut = An,e - !/(«'), (8)

the procedure of finding the asymptotic limit can be briefly outlined as follows (here
f(u) = W'{u) and W{u) is a double-well potential).

First, using the asymptotic limit of the appropriate initial data and following [19], one
can determine the unique generalized solution of the geometric PDE

. (D2vDv, Dv) n ..
vt-Av+[ w ;=0, (9)

associated with the motion by mean curvature

V = K

of the interface r(. Here the generalized solution is taken in a viscosity sense, as in-
troduced by Crandall and Lions (see [21] for details), and Ft is a (zero) level set of
the function v(-,t). Then V is a normal velocity of the interface Tt and K is its mean
curvature.

It turns out that due to the uniqueness of the generalized solution of (9), one can find
the differential inequalities that a continuous function z must satisfy in a viscosity sense
in order for z to be identified with the signed distance function to the front Tt.

The solution of the reaction-diffusion equation (8) can be represented asue = q(ze/e),
where q is a travelling wave corresponding to the potential W. Then, by taking the as-
ymptotic limit of the resulting equation for z£ and using the theory of viscosity solutions,
one can show that the weak limits of ze satisfy the differential inequalities, mentioned in
the previous paragraph. It follows then that zE converges to the signed distance function
to the front uniformly on [0, T], and that the asymptotic limit of solutions of (8)
evolves by the mean curvature flow.

In this paper we provide a rigorous version of [1] for a model

vS = Aue - \W'(u£) + ~h'(u£)Xs,
(10)J.Jq

h(u£(-, t)) dx = const,
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similar to the one studied by Rubinstein and Sternberg, using some of the techniques
developed in [3], as well as the estimates found in [12]. For the precise definitions of the
functions involved in this equation the reader is referred to the next section. This model
can be obtained as a formal limit of the phase field equations for solidification (see, e.g.,

[22])
uf = Au£ - W'{u£) + -h'(u£)6,£z £

adt + ~h'(uE)uf — a~lA6,

as a —> 0. Here the latent heat {\h!) depends on an order parameter u£ in agreement
with some of the recently developed thermodynamically consistent models, such as [23]
or [24]. Then the model studied in [1] corresponds to the case when h'(u) = 1.

First, we obtain in Sec. 3 that, under the mass constraint, the nonlocal Ginzburg-
Landau equation (12) is a gradient flow for the same energy functional as its local coun-
terpart,

E£[u£} := jT (^\Du£I2 + lw(u£)^j dx. (11)
Then, using the energy type estimates and compactness arguments, we establish that

for appropriately chosen initial data, the limiting solution of (10) indeed describes the
phase separation. That is, the functions u£ converge in x [0, T]) to some function
v € BV(Q x [0, T]), where v assumes values at the points of the minimum of the double-
well potential W almost everywhere in Q x [0, T). The dependence of the limiting solution
on time can therefore be characterized by the evolution of interfaces separating distinct
phases.

It turns out that the asymptotic limit of the Lagrange multiplier Ae as e —> 0 depends
on the asymptotic limit of the energy functional E£, evaluated along solution trajectories
u£. We prove that Ee\us] converges in L1 [0, T\ to a function E, where E : [0, T] —> [0, oo)
is nonincreasing for any T > 0.

Using the travelling wave representation of the solution ue =: q(z£/e), we obtain some
additional bounds on z£ and its derivatives. Then, concentrating our attention on a radial
domain (fl = {|a;| < i?}) and radially symmetric initial data, we apply a viscosity method
based on the ideas of [3] to show that z£ converges to the signed distance function to the
interface (Sec. 6.1) and establish the asymptotic behavior of the Lagrange multiplier A£
(Sec. 6.2). Our analysis also relies on the estimates, similar to the ones obtained in [12].
Here we place some additional restrictions on the initial data in order to simplify the
presentation of our method. They allow us to avoid dealing with possible nucleation as
well as interactions of interfaces, at least locally in time. These additional assumptions
are removed later, in Sec. 7.

Next, in Sec. 6.3 we determine the limiting equations governing the motion of inter-
faces and establish the validity of the mass conservation law for v. The convergence of
nonlocal reaction-diffusion equations to a nonlocal mean curvature flow is shown directly
using viscosity methods, rather than applying the technique from [3]. This difference in
approach is necessary in part because of the lack (to this date) of the global existence
and uniqueness result for (7) along the lines of [19]. As we already mentioned above,
this result is an important part of the method in [3].
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Finally, in Sec. 7, we return to the case of the general initial data. To proceed,
we introduce the concepts of a "ghost" and a "regular" interface. To illustrate these
definitions formally for the radially symmetric problem in R2, suppose that is a disk
of radius R. Let r € [0, i?] be such that in some neighborhood of r, the asymptotic limit
v of solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations is equal to u\ to the right of r and to U2
to the left of r, where u\ and U2 are constants. Then we will say that there is a "regular"
interface at r if u\ ^ U2 and that there is a "ghost" interface at r if ui — U2 = u but
v(r) / u. In this formal setting one can think of the "ghost" interface as a coupled
pair of "regular" interfaces with the jumps of the same size and the opposite sign. In
the remainder of the introduction we will simply use the word "interface" when stating
the results that hold true for both types of interfaces. We will label interfaces by their
r-coordinates.

When studying the behavior of a solution uE of (10) near a given interface r, we find
that u£ has a fixed number m of "jumps" in an o(l)-neighborhood of r uniformly in e.
Then it is customary to say that the multiplicity of the interface r is m. For example,
using our observation in the previous paragraph, one can see that the multiplicity of
a "ghost" interface is greater than or equal to two and the multiplicity of a "regular"
interface is greater than or equal to one. Our analysis would not require us to know the
multiplicity of "regular" interfaces in order to determine their motion. The structure
of interfaces will be, however, taken into account when we describe possible interactions
between interfaces. The way to determine the multiplicity of an interface within the
framework of our method is outlined in Sec. 7.1.

We show that for the appropriately chosen initial data, the positions of interfaces are
continuous in time, and that no new interfaces can nucleate for any t > 0 at the center of
the domain Q,, as well as in the interior of the set, which complements the set of interfaces
in This, along with the uniform boundedness of the energy allows us to modify the
method of Sec. 6 to show that the asymptotic limit of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau
equation is a weak solution of the nonlocal mass-preserving mean curvature flow.

Finally, we consider the interactions between interfaces. The "regular" interfaces
moving by the nonlocal mean curvature flow might either collide with each other or
shrink into the center of the domain tt. We show that "ghost" interfaces that appear after
pairwise collisions of "regular" interfaces should disappear. Then, since no new interfaces
can nucleate for any t > 0, all "regular" interfaces, except one, disappear during the flow.
This process is known as coarsening. Therefore, for large times, the asymptotic limit of
solutions of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation can be characterized by a single
stationary "regular" interface such that

/ v(x,t)dx— / v(x,0)dx.
Jn Jq

We are not able to characterize the dynamics of "ghost" interfaces. However, the
formal analysis suggests that, in general, "ghost" interfaces do not exist, except for
finitely many times t £ [0, T\. The same should be true for the multiplicity of interfaces-
it should not exceed one for all but finitely many t € [0, T]. To prove these facts rigorously
would require us to obtain the estimates on the limiting behavior of solutions of (10) that
are much sharper than the ones found in [12].
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For the reason of notational simplicity some of our analysis is done for C R2.
However, our results can easily be extended to the spaces of higher dimensions.

Observe that our method can be, in principle, applied to (1). Then the analysis
will become significantly more complicated, since the travelling wave representation for
solutions ue of (1) will depend explicitly on time.

After this work was completed we discovered that similar results were obtained in [4]
by Bronsard and Stoth for the model (1). Their analysis is based on "energy methods"
combined with a priori estimates of Stoth [12], the latter being used to approximate
the solution by the first two terms of an asymptotic expansion. They obtained that for
(1) the "regular" interfaces evolve by nonlocal flow, while "ghost" interfaces move by
their mean curvature ("true" and "phantom" interfaces in the terminology of [4]). On
the other hand, for the problem (10) there are formal indications that "ghost" interfaces
cannot exist. In addition there is no nucleation of the new interfaces in our model for any
t > 0, while in [4] it cannot be ruled out for the times past the first geometric singularity
of the nonlocal flow.

I would like to express a deep gratitude to my advisor, H. Mete Soner, for his encour-
agement, patience, and advice. I also wish to thank Irene Fonseca, Robert Jerrard, and
Barbara Stoth for their comments on a draft of this paper.

2. Formulation of the problem. As we have mentioned already, we work with a
model slightly different from (1). This is motivated in part by the use of a travelling
wave representation for solutions of (1), within the framework of the distance function
approach for finding the asymptotic limit of the reaction-diffusion equations. Suppose
that

W(u) = ±(u2 - l)2, f(u) = W'(u) = 2u(u2 - 1),

h(u) = 2 , g(u) = h'{u) = 2(u2 - 1).

The choice of W(u) and h(u) is motivated purely by the simplicity of the calculations.
Our results can easily be extended to an arbitrary double-well potential W if we let, for
example, g(u) = y/2W(u). Consider now the following problem:

u£t = Au£ — f(u£) + ^g{u£)X£, x E ft, t > 0,
= x e on, (12)

u£(x,0) = (j)E{x), x E ft, t = 0.

Here ft and n are as before, (f)E E C°°(ft) for all e > 0, and A£ is chosen in such a way
that

h(ue) dx — const. (13)
jJn

The initial data are assumed to satisfy

E£[(j>£] < M for all e > 0, (14.a)

(j)£ —> (j> in L1(f2), (14.b)
\^£{x)\ ^1) x E ft, (14.c)
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where M > 0 is a constant independent of e and E£ is the energy functional defined in
(11). We will also assume that 0 is neither identically 1 nor is it identically —1 almost
everywhere in fl.

Multiplying Eq. (12) by g{u£), integrating over fi and using (13) we obtain

^e(i^ . LW(u£)\DuE\2 + ^f{ue)g{us)]dx
Xm~' ' ('5)

Then, using (15) and the fact that

g2(u) = 4 (u2 — l)2 = 8 W{u),

g'(u) = 4 u,

f(u)g(u) = 4 u(u2 — l)2 = 8 uW(u),

itw + \W{u£)]dxA ("" pV)i • (16)
we have

The next theorem provides a travelling wave representation of ue.

Theorem 1. Suppose that u£ is a solution of (12) and that (14.c) is satisfied. Then
|ue(x,i)| < 1 on x [0,T],

Proof. The proof follows easily from the standard application of the maximum prin-
ciple since uq = ±1 are solutions of (12). Indeed suppose, for example, that (xo^o) 's
such that

maxu£(i, to) = ue(xo, to) = 1 and u£t{xo,to) > 0.

Then Due(xo,to) = 0 and Au£(:ro,£o) < 0. Substituting into (12) and using (14.c) one
obtains a contradiction. □

As in [1], we remark that since a local solution to (12) exists by a fixed point argument,
using the previous theorem this local solution can be extended to a global one.

Now set q := tanh and let it =: q(ze/e). By the properties of the hyperbolic tangent,
q' = 1 — q2 and q" = —2qq'. Hence, since q' > 0, (12) and (16) take the form:

2?/e
zet - + 2A£{t) + —(|Dze\2 - 1) = 0, (17)

1 In«(z-/e)W(z-/e)ni + \Dz-f)da;
("-J WWJWdi • <18)

where ze satisfies Neumann boundary conditions while z£ (•, 0) =: or £ and
<j)e{x) = q(a£(x)/e). We will assume, in addition to (14.a)-(14.c), that

\Da£\ <1, a£ —> o?o(*) uniformly in fi, (19)

where do(-) is the signed distance to the set d{(j)(x) = 1}.
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3. Energy estimates. Recall that

|Du£\2 + -W(uE) I dx. (20)
£

Multiplying Eq. (12) by uf, integrating over fI, and using (13) we obtain

E£[u£](t) = E£[u£}(0) — e f f (uet)2dxdt. (21)
Jo Jn

As a direct consequence of this equality one establishes

Theorem 2. Assume that (12), (14.a)-(14.b) hold. Then
(a)

supE£[u£](t) < M, (22)
t> o

(b)
sup f ({u£)2 - l)2 dx < 2Me, (23)
t>o Jn

(°) t
e f f {u\) dxdt = E£[u£](t\) - Ee[ue](t2) for t-2 > tj. (24)
J t\ J

Also, we adopt the following compactness result from Bronsard and Kohn [6].

Theorem 3. Assume that (12), (14.a)-(14.b) are satisfied. Then for any sequence of e's
tending to zero there exists a subsequence £j such that the limit lim£j^o u£j (x, t) = v(x, t)
exists for a.e. (x, t) E x (0, oo). The function v takes only the values ±1, and there are
positive constants C and C\ depending only on M such that

/ \v(x,t\) - v(x,t2)\dx < C\t2 - ti\^, for any t2, t\ > 0, (25)
Jn

sup f \Dv(x,t)\dx < Ci, (26)
t>o Jn

and the initial value of v is the limit of the initial data for u£ a.e. in x,

lim v(x, t) = 4>{x). (27)

Set
iror i f A'-Pern({u= 1}), if u(x) £ {-1,1} a.e. in ft,
E [itj

t oo, otherwise,

where K = y/2W(s) ds (in our case K = 4/3) and Pern(^4) is a perimeter of A in ft
(for the definition of perimeter see, e.g., [5]). It turns out that E° is a r(L1(ft))-limit of
Ee (see, e.g., [7], [8], or [9]). In other words, the following holds:
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Theorem 4. Let Ee and E° be as above.
(1) If v£ —> v° in L1(0) then

liminf Ee[ve] > £>u]. (29)

(2) For any v° £ Lx(fl) there exists a family (u£) such that ve —» v° in L1(n) and

lim E£[ve] = 25° [u0]. (30)
£ —*0

We can also obtain some additional information on the limit of E£[u£] as a function
of t. Fix T > 0. Being monotone on [0,T\, each of the functions Ee[u£] belongs also
to BV([0,T}), and by (14.a) and (21) the set {E£[u£]}e>o is uniformly bounded in the
BV/-norrn. hence is relatively compact in Ll ([0, T\). Moreover, the following theorem
holds ([17]):

Theorem 5. Let F be an infinite family of decreasing functions, defined on an interval
[0,T]. If all functions of the family are bounded by the same number,

|/(z)| <K, f £ F, 0 < x <T,
then there is a sequence of functions {/„}ngN in F that converges to a decreasing function
g at every point of [a, b\.

Therefore, there exists a subsequence {E£j [w^jjneN and a bounded, monotone de-
creasing, nonnegative function E such that E£> [u£j ] converges to E pointwise at every
point of [0,T]. It will be shown later that £°[z;](£) = E(t) everywhere, except maybe at
finitely many i's.

Since E is monotone, it is well known that a set of points where E is discontinuous is
at most countable, and that both left- and right-hand limits of E exist at every point of
(0,T). This enables us to prove the next theorem.

Theorem 6. Let EE:' [w£j] and E be as above. If t is a point of continuity of E, then

hS |Ee> [u£'](s) - E{t)| = 0. (31)
j—> oc
s—>t

Proof. Let t be a point of continuity of E. Set

a= lim |EEj[uEi](s) — E(t)\.
j—>OC
sfi

Suppose that a > 0. Then for sufficiently small e we can choose two subsequences
{sjjjgN and such that \Ee' [m£3](sj) — E(t)\ > | where Sj | t and £j —» 0 as
j —> oo. Since both EeJ [u£-< ] and E are monotone decreasing we obtain for any fixed
j > 1 that

E(sj) = lim E£k[u£k](sj) > lim E£lc[uek](sk) > E(t) +
k—>oc k —oo 2

Therefore for any j > 1, we find that E{sj) > E{t) + a/2. But since E is continuous at
t, limj^oc E(sj) exists and is greater than E(t) + a/2. Thus E has a jump at t, which
contradicts the fact that t is a continuity point of E. One can show that

lim \E£i[u£>]{s) - E(t)\ =0
j—OC

sit

as well, and then (31) follows. □
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4. Additional estimates: The radial case. Interfaces. We now restrict our
attention to the radial case 0 = {x £ R" : \x\ < R}. For the reason of notational
simplicity we will assume that n = 2 unless specified otherwise. Our results can be
immediately extended to higher dimensions. From now on all functions will be assumed
radially symmetric. The model (12) takes the form

u£t = u£rr + ^g(uE)XE, (r, t) € (32)

uer{t, 0) = u£r(t, R) = 0 (33)

for uE{r, t);

1 2?/£
z\ - z%r - -z£ + 2X£(t) H (l^l2 — 1) = 0, (r,t) £ fir, (34)

r £
zE(t, 0) = zE(t, R) = 0 (35)

for z£(r,t). Here fir '■= [0, /?] x [0, T], For now we will suppose in addition to (19) that

do(-) has finitely many distinct zeroes r,(0), i = 1,..., N in (0, R), (36.a)

^(■>0) has N — 1 distinct zeroes s^(0), i = 1,..., N — 1 in (0,R), (36.b)

zlr(s\(0), 0) ^ 0, i = 1,..., N — 1 for any e > 0, (36.c)
^6[4>e] 3 Pern({0 = 1}) as e —^ 0. (36.d)

We make these assumptions in order to simplify the presentation. They will be removed
later in Sec. 7 when collisions between the interfaces will be discussed. Until then we
will use the following definition.

Definition 1. Let a £ BV([0,R\) be such that a(r) £ { — 1,1} a.e. A point r0 £
(0,7?) will be called an interface provided there exists 6 > 0 such that a{r) = +1 (—1)
a.e. for r € (r0 — 6, r0) and a(r) = -1 (+1) a.e. on r £ (r0, r0 + 6). We denote the set of
these points by T.

Observe that r0 is an interface only if it belongs to the support of the Radon measure
\Da\, where Da is the gradient of a in the sense of distributions. Also, when (a)-(d)
hold, the set d{4>(x) = 1} consists of N circular interfaces with radii ri(0), i — 1,..., N.

Our assumptions lead us to another series of estimates:

Theorem 7. Assume that (19) holds. Then \z£(r,t)\ < 1 on Qt for every e > 0.
Proof. From (34) we have that we := zer satisfies the following problem:

w\ - wErr - -w£ + \w£ + —wew£ + —w6((we)2 - 1) = 0, (37.a)
r rA e £z

where q and q' are evaluated at zE/e. At the same time:

w£(0,t) = wE(R,t) = 0, t £ (0,T), (37.b)
\w£{r, 0)| < 1, ■ r £ (0, R). (37.c)

Now the conclusion follows immediately by the maximum principle.
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Corollary 1. For all t e [0,T] one has |eA£(i)| < 2.
Proof. Prom the previous theorem and by (18) we find that:

I I Jq l(zS/£)W(ze/e))2{1 + \Dz£\2) dx\ ^2 fu(q'(z£/e))2 dx ^ n m
' Wl Uq'^/eWdx ~ fjq'(zc/e))2dx

Remark 1. Since uzE(x,t) = ze(r(x),ty and z£{x,t) is smooth infix [0, T\ as a
solution of (17), we conclude that z£r and ^zE are bounded in fij- for every e > 0.

Theorem 8. Suppose that wE(-,0) has N — 1 zeroes in (0, R) for any e > 0. Then
we(•, t) has at most N — 1 zeroes in (0, R) for all t € [0, T] and e > 0.

The proof is based on the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Denote by sf(0), i = — 2 the position of the zth interior zero of
wE(*,0). Then

(a) For each i = 1,..., N—2, there exists a continuous curve sE(t) such that w£(sE(t),t)
— 0 and w£(r, t) ^ 0 if r 6 (sf (t), sf+1(t)) for all t <t£ and i = 1,..., N — 2. Here re is
such that either sf (re) = 0 or sf (r£) = R or sf (rE) = sf±1(r£) for some z = 1,..., AT — 2.

(b) Suppose that two or more curves intersect at (r,t) = (se,t£). If the number of
the intersecting curves is odd, then for t > r£ there exists a single continuous curve
originating at the point of intersection. If the number of the intersecting curves is even,
there exist 5,7 > 0 depending on e such that w£(r, t) ^ 0 for all (r, t) E (s£ — 8, s£ + 6) x
(r£, r£ +7).

(c) Let sg(£) = 0 and s£N(t) = R. Then the result of part (a) can be extended for
i = 0,..., N — 1. Also if rf is such that sf(rf) — 0, then there exist 6,7 > 0 depending
on e such that «/(r, t) > 0 (< 0) where (r, t) 6 (0,8) x (rf, t£ +7). A similar result holds
when s£(rf) = R.

A more general result for a solution of a parabolic equation was obtained by Angenent
in [10].

Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is based on a maximum principle.
(a) w£ is smooth because it is a solution of (37.a)-(37.c). Thus, from our assumption

on io£(-,0), we obtain by the implicit function theorem that smooth functions s£(t),
i = 1,..., N — 1 exist for some small time, say r£. By the strict maximum principle and
the smoothness of w£, the curves s£ must also remain continuous for i = 1,..., N — 2 as
functions of t past the time t£ . The sign of w£ follows by the strict maximum principle
as well. Observe that since w£ is smooth, then for every i — 1,..., N — 2 the curves s£
cannot terminate without intersecting either one of the adjacent curves s£ or hitting the
boundary r — 0 or r = R. Therefore, we let

r£ := sup{t > 0 : 0 7^ s\(t) ^ ^ seN_2(t) ± R}.

(b) Suppose that the even number of curves, for example s£ and sf+1, intersect at
(r,t) = (s£,r£) for some i G {1,..., TV}. For t = to we have that w£(r,t) > 0 (< 0) on
(si-i(T )> sf(r£)) U (s£(te), s£+2(te)) and w£(s£(r£),re) = 0. Then, if t\ > r£ is such
that j(tf) 7^ sf+2(t\), the strict maximum principle implies that wE(r,t) > 0 (< 0)
for t £ (te,t\) and r E (s£_1 (t), s£+2(t)). A similar proof works when the odd number of
curves intersect at a single point.
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(c) Consider, for example, the endpoint r = 0. Let t — rf be a time such that
si(Ti) = 0- Assume t < rf. One can easily check, following e.g. [11], that even though
equation (37.a) has a singularity at r = 0, the strict maximum principle applies inside
the parabolic region bounded by r = sf (t) from the right, by r = SoW> from the left, and
by t = 0 from below (since the solution u£(•, t) is smooth in £1 for any t > 0, cf. Remark
1). As in (a), we have that xv£(r,t) is strictly positive (negative) for r e (so{t), s£(t)) if
w£(r, 0) is strictly positive (negative) for r € (sq(0), sf (0)). After the time rf, using the
strict maximum principle once again, we can apply the analysis as the one in part (b) to
show that the curve sf disappears when it crosses the boundary r = 0 and no additional
curves are created. The same results hold for r = R. □

Proof of Theorem 8. Follows immediately from the previous lemma. □

5. Asymptotic behavior of the Lagrange multiplier. We will use extensively
the estimates below, due to Stoth [12], which are obtained by:

(a) multiplying Eq. (32) by eruer and integrating in r by parts from y to y\, where y
and yi £ [0, /?.], precisely

fVl e e , I" «)2 W(ue)l V1 [
/ uiu:rdr — r e—  — /

Jv - 2 £ „ Jv
{uery w(us)

V iry i
yrh(u£(yi)) - yh(u£(y)) - / h{ue(r)) dr

Jv

dr

\£(t) = 0; (38)

(b) differentiating Eq. (32) in t, multiplying the result by eruf and integrating in r by
parts over [0, i?]:

(u'frdr)

rR 1 rR

= —e \Vu£t\2rdr / [f'{u£) — e\£ g'(ue)]{uEt )2r dr.
Jo £ J o

Remark 2. Multiplying (24) by £a for any a > 0 and using (22) we find that

fR
(u£t)2rdr-+ 0 in Ll([0, T]) as e -* 0.

Jo

(39)

£1+a

Then passing, if necessary, to a subsequence

rR
el+a f (uet)2rdr —> 0 a.e. £ € [0, T], (40)

Jo

Remark 3. After multiplying estimate (39) by 2er2, integrating it over \t,ti] for any
t,ti e [0,T], and using (22), (24) and Corollary 1 we get

e3 fR{u£t)2rdr\tt1 < CIE6^) - E£(t)}, (41)
J 0
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where C is a constant independent of e.
Remark 4. Now multiply the estimate (38) by e. Then the first term can be bounded

by

£2
/yi rti It \ f

u£u£trdr < e2 J ueruetrdr — [J £{u£)2rdr\ I J £3{u£t)'

<M%(j e3{u£t)2r dr\ ->0a.e. [0,T]

r dr

(42)

by Remark 2. The third term in (38) when multiplied by e, converges to zero by (22).
Moreover, for each t e [0, T] we can choose y and y\ E (0, R) arbitrarily close to each
other such that, for example, u£(y, t) —> — 1 and u£(yi,t) —* +1. Choosing y and yi to be
the limits of integration in (38), one can easily see that the coefficient of eA£ approaches
a nonzero constant as e —* 0, while the term

-r[(9')2((4)2-l)]|^

converges to zero. This implies that e\£ —> 0 as e —» 0 a.e. t G [0,T\.

Theorem 9. e\£ —> 0 as e —> 0 at the points of continuity of E.
Proof. Suppose that t is a continuity point of E. According to Remark 2 we can pass

to a subsequence (independent of t) such that in any small neighborhood of t we can find
t\ for which e3 f^{ul)2r dr —> 0 at t\ as e —> 0. At the same time, by Remark 3 we have

£3 ^ (uf)2rdrj (t) < ^e3 (uf)2r dr^j (U) + C[E£(ti) - E£(t)};

hence
rR

lim [ e3 {uet)2rdr j (t) < C[E(t!) - E(t)\.

The right-hand side of this expression can be made arbitrarily small by choosing t\ close
enough to t, which proves that the

K)2rdrj{t)

exists and is equal to zero. Then, using the same procedure as in Remark 4, we conclude
that lim£^o £^e(t) =0. □

Theorem 10. lim£_,oeA£(s) = 0 at the points of continuity of E.
S —*t

Proof. Assume again that t is a continuity point of E. Following the proof of the
previous theorem and using t as t\, and s as t, by Theorem 6 and Theorem 9 we obtain

lim |eA£(s)| < C lim£—*0 Wl - £_>q
s—*t s—+t

s3 (u£t)2rdr j (t) + C1[E£{s) - E£(t)] = 0. □
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6. Asymptotic behavior of reaction-diffusion equations. The small time.
We start by considering in this section the asymptotic limit of the reaction-diffusion
equations for the short time, and then continue by investigating in Sec. 7 the limiting
behavior of our model as time progresses by allowing for disappearance of interfaces and
their interactions.

6.1. Asymptotic limit of ze. By (29), (36.d), and Theorem 5 we have that

o N 4
Pern({</> = 1}) = £(0) > E{t)

i=l for all t > 0, (43)

= lim£;e(t) > E°{t) = ~ Pern({w(-,<) = 1})
£—>0 ,5

where r^( 0), i — 1 are the positions of the interfaces (see Def. 1) at t — 0. At the
same time, by Theorem 3,

LR
\v(r,t) — </>(r)\r dr < Ct1^2, for alH > 0. (44)

Then, since v and 4> take the values ±1 a.e., we can prove the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2. Assume that for t > 0,

rR

Jo
|v(r,t) — <j)(r)\rdr < I /2,

where I = min{rx(0); R — r;v(0);ri+i(0) — rj(0), 1 <i<N — 1} is the smallest distance
between two interfaces (see Def. 1) or between the interface and the boundary at time
zero. Then there are at least N interfaces at time t.

Remark 5. A similar result holds in R", n > 2, although with a different constant.
[f
JoProof of Lemma 2. Let © := {a € BV([0, 7?]) : ff* \a2 — 11 dr = 0,a has N — 1

interfaces}. We want to show that for a € 0,

rR

J o
\a(r) — 4>(r)\r dr > I /2. (45)

The proof can be done by using a simple geometric argument. By varying the positions
of interfaces for a, relative to the ones for <p and taking into account that |a(r) — 4>{r)\
is equal to 0 or 2 a.e. on [0, R], we find that

inf
ae©

fR
/ \a(r) — 4>(r)\r dr = I2 > I2/2. (46)

Jo
Suppose now that i>(•,£) has N — I interfaces. Then v(-,t) G 0 and thus satisfies (45).
But this contradicts the assumption of the lemma. Furthermore, it is easy to observe
that if 0 contains a's with less than N — 1 interfaces, (46) will still hold. Then there are
at least N interfaces at time t. □

Set t = I4/{AC2) with C as in (44). The inequality (44) and the above lemma imply
that if t < t, then there exist at least as many interfaces at time t as there are at time
zero.
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Theorem 11. There are exactly N interfaces, 0 <r\(t) < ■ ■ ■ < rw(f) < i?, at the time
t, such that t < t. Furthermore, u£(-,t) converges to +1 or —1 uniformly on

| U iri W + ̂  ri+1 (t) ~ <5]1 u ri (t) - 5] U [rN (:t) + 8, R - 5]

as e —> 0 for each i = 1,..., N — 1 and any 8 > 0.
Proof, (a) By Lemma 2 we know that there are at least N interfaces. Suppose now

that their number exceeds N, and it is equal to N + K. Let ri(t), where 1 < i < N + K,
be a position of the ith interface at time t < r. Fix i and choose a small <5 > 0. We want
to show that for e small enough, u£(-,t) has a zero inside (ri(t) — 6,ri(t) + 6). Indeed,
if this is not the case, then we can choose a subsequence such that u£j(-,t) > 0
(< 0) on (ri(t)+6, rj+i(t) — 6) for every j large enough. Since u6j (•, t) converges to v(-, t)
in Ll ([0, -R]) we obtain that v(-, t) > 0 a.e. on (rj(£) — 6, ri(t) + 6) which contradicts our
definition of the interface. Thus, for e > 0 small, uE(-,t) has at least one zero near each
of the N + K interfaces and u£(-, t) has at least N + K — 1 zeroes inside (0, R) by Rolle's
theorem. This contradicts Theorem 8. Therefore, there are exactly N interfaces at time
t.

(b) Fix 6 > 0 and t < t. By (23),

/(Jn
(1 — |ue|) dx < 8Me (47)

for any t > 0. By (a) there exists £q > 0 small, such that u£(-,t) has a zero inside
[j"i(t) — |, ri(t) + f ] for each i = 1,..., N and e < £q- It is easy to observe that |u£| does
not have local minima on

| U [n(t) + 6,ri+i(t) - 6] j U [6,ri(t) - 6] U [rN(t) + 6, R-6],

Then for every £ < £o the minimum of |ue| on each of the intervals [rj(i) + 6,ri
<5], [<5, ri(t) — 5], or [rjv(t) + 6,R — 8] occurs at one of the endpoints. Hence if |ue| does
not converge to +1 uniformly on [ri(t) + 8, ri+i(t) — 5] for some i — 1,..., N — 1, then

min (liminf \u£(ri(t) + 8, £)|, lim inf |u'r(r,-+i(£) — <5, i)| ) =: a < 1.
\ £—>0 e^O /

Therefore,

lim [ (1 — |u£|) dx.
£~+° Jn

This contradicts (47). □
We are now in a position to find the asymptotic limit of 2:£.

Theorem 12. Let r be as above. Then z£(-,to) —> d(-,to) uniformly as e —> 0 if
to € [0, r] is a continuity point of E. Here d(-, t0) is a signed distance function to the set
Tj of interfaces.
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Proof. The proof is based on the method in [3] to which we refer the reader for a more
detailed treatment. Let us first make the following definitions:

z* (r,t) — lim inf zE (r,s), (48)
s—>t

z*(r, t) = limsup ze(r, s). (49)
E—>0
s—»fc

Then z* is an upper semicontinuous and z* is a lower semicontinuous function on flT :=
[0, R] x [0, t]. Moreover, by Theorem 7, both z*(-,t) and z*(-,f) are Lipschitz continuous
for all t > 0 with Lipschitz constant L — 1.

(a) Let "!> (E C1 ([0, R]) be such that (z* — \I/)(*,to) has a maximum at r = ro, where
r0 G (ri(t0)+6,r i+i(to) — S) for some fixed i and 6 and suppose that ue(*, to) converges to
— 1 on this interval. Since q' > 0 then ze(•, to) < 0 on the same interval if e is sufficiently
small; therefore z*(-,to) < 0 by Theorem 11 and Theorem 3.

Let
(r — ro)2 (t — to)2

for a > 0,7 > 0 small. Then, since z* is upper semicontinuous on a bounded domain,
z* — ga has a global maximum at some (ra,ta) G flT- By the construction of ga and
the boundedness of z* we have that (ra,ta) ^ {0, R} x [0,r] U [0, R] x {0, t} for a and
7 sufficiently small. Furthermore, even though this maximum might not be strict, it is
attained inside some small region, determined by the values of a and 7.

If we keep 7 fixed and let a —> 0 then

(z* - tf)(r0, t0) = {z* - gQ){r0, M

< (z* - 9a){ra,ta)

(ra - r0)2 (ta - t0)2
< z*(ra,ta) - V(ra) - 27 2 a

Since (ra,ta) is contained in a bounded domain, we can choose a subsequence {atj/jgN
such that (rak,tak) —» (ri,ti) G flT- Then immediately t\ = to and since

(z* - ^)(r0,<0) < z*(rak,tak) - V{rak,tak),

by passing to the limit in we obtain

(z* - $){r0,tQ) < lim sup z*(rak,tak) - V(n,t0)
ak~* 0

< z*(ri,t0) - V{ri,to) < (z* - ^)(r0,f0).

Therefore, r\ = ro and since any sequence contains a subsequence converging to the same
limit, (ra,ta) —*• (ro,io) as a —> 0.

(b) Since z* — ga attains its maximum on some small subset A of flT, by definition of z*
we know that z£ — ga must attain a local maximum (r£a,tEa) in some neighborhood of A,
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for sufficiently small e's, passing, if necessary, to a subsequence {rea,tea) —> (ra,ta) € A.
Then by (17) we have at {r%,tea) that

1 1 2 v£
a 7 e

1 2
*r + -(r*-r0)

7
1 < 0.

Multiplying this estimate by e and letting e —> 0 we obtain that by Theorem 11 and
Theorem 3

2 lim inf e\e — 2
e—>0

■S

+ -(ra -r0)
7

1 < 0 at (ra,ta).

Now if we send a. to zero, use (a) and Theorem 10, we arrive at 1 — (ro, ^o) < 0. On the
other hand, by Theorem 7, if ^ € C1([0, R]) is such that (z* — ty)(-,to) has a minimum
at r = r0 then 1 — ̂ 2(ro,to) > 0, hence z*(-,to) is a viscosity solution of 1 — \Dz\2 = 0
in (ri(to) + 5,ri+i(io) — <5) for arbitrary 8 > 0 (since z*(-,to) is Lipschitz continuous for
a fixed to).

(c) Since
z*(r,t0) > z*(r,i0), (50)

the fact that the interface is located at ri(t0) requires that z*(ri(to), to) = z*(ri(to),to)
because z*(-,to) and z*(-,to) are continuous. Then (b) and a comparison result for
viscosity solutions of the equation 1 — | Dz \2 = 0 imply that z*(-, to) — d(-, t0) on {z* < 0}.
Similarly, z*(*,fo) = d(-,t0) on {z* > 0}, due to the uniqueness of a viscosity solution
for the problem

\Dz\2 — 1 = 0 on {z* > 0},

Z\d{z,>0} = 0.

Finally, by (50) and the restriction on the growth of z*(», to) and £*(•, to), we obtain that
z*(',to) = z*(',to) — d(-,to), that is, ze(-,to) —> d(-,t0) uniformly. □

6.2. Asymptotic limit of E£[u£], As before, let t be the time until which the initial
number of interfaces is preserved. We want to prove that E is continuous on [0, r) and
that E — E° (see Theorem 4 and remarks preceding it for definitions).

Remark 6. Since by (22) and (24) {e^uEt}e>o is bounded in Lx([0, i?] x [0,T]), Fatou's
lemma implies for any T > 0 that

liminf (e J (uet)2rdr\ dt < M,

and thus liminf£^0(£fu (uet)2rdr) is bounded for a.e. t € [0,T]. Denote the set of
such Vs by A. By the definition of lower limit, for every t £ A there exists a sub-
sequence {£nk(t)}kLi such that limfc_0C(enjc f^{ut"k)2rdr) < oo. Denote the bound

on {enk $u(ut"k)2rdr}^'=l at time t by at. Observe that since both A and the set of
continuity points of E have a full measure, so does their intersection.
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Lemma 3. Let t e A be a continuity point of E. Then, passing to a subsequence
{enfc(t)}fcLi and suppressing the index rik for notational simplicity, we have lim£^o |A£(£)|
< C(M, at). Here M is the uniform in e bound on the energy, while at is specified in the
previous remark.

Proof. Multiplying Eq. (32) by eu£r and integrating it in r from y to y\ we have

e r u%u\ dr - \e^ - m - e H = 0. (51)
Jy L 2 M, is r

By Theorem 12 one can choose y and y\ 6 (0, R), in general depending on t, such that

J.K)2 _ W(ue) Vi
l(9'(^/£))2((4)2-1)

y i
-> 0

y
h{us{yut)) ->

h(uE(y,t)) ->

> as e —> 0.

The third term in (51) can be bounded by
fVl, „0dr . 2M

/"«/ V
(ui?- <

r y'

and the first by

£ J*1 \ueru£t\dr<i {e jV\u£r)2rdry (e J\uet)2r dr^* < (2M^2 .

The proof follows from (51). □

Lemma 4. Let t be as in Lemma 3. Then on a subsequence {£nfc(<)}^=i one ^as

[ W(u ) _ £(Mr) rdr = 1 f (q'(ze/e))2(1 - (zer)2)rdr —» 0 as e —> 0. (52)
Jo L £ 2 J 2e Jo
Proof, (a) Let r,, i = 1,..., /V be the positions of interfaces at time t (for notational

simplicity we omit the variable t). For any fixed 6 > 0, set Cg := [0, i?] \ (J-N [rl —6,ri + 6].
Since z£(-,t) —* d(-,t) uniformly, we immediately obtain that

[ W(*U ̂  ~ rdr = ^-f (q'(z£ / e))2 (I - {z£)2)r dr -> 0,
•/Cj L e 2 J 2£ -/c4

as e —> 0 for any 6 > 0 small.
(b) Now along with 6, fix i 6 {1,..., N} and integrate (38) in y over [r^ — 6, r-j + 5],

while 2/i = r, + 5. Then

ueruetrdr dy + - (rj + 5)
pri-\-o rr

: / /Jrt-6 Jy

W(ue(ri + 6,t)) £{uer(ri + <5,£))2

e 2

^2! _ w ^ r dr _ J'-*s j"*' (■u%)2 W(ue)

e
rri+6 rri+6

\e / (r/i(ue)|y'+'5) - / h(u£)dr
Jri—6 Jy

dr dy

dy = 0.
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Here the terms admit the following bounds:

(1)

rri+6 rri+6 rri~\~o / rri~\~o \ * / rri~\~o \ *
: / / ueruetrdrdy < \e (uEr)2rdr ) (e / (uet)2rdr\ dy
J Vi — 6 J y Jri-S y Jy / \ v )

< 26(2Mat)^,

rri+6 ( rri+6 \ 2 / rri+6

by Holder's inequality, definition of A and (24);
(2) The term

~(n + 6)£
W{ue(rj +S,t)) _ ^(u£r(rj+6, t)) 21

= -£[{ri + 6)(q'(zc(n + 8)/e))2{ 1 - (4(n + 6,t))2)}

converges to zero when e —> 0 (as in (a)):

(3)
ri+6 rri+6rri~\~o r

J ri —6 J y

(u%y w(uE) AM 8drdy <  by (24);
Ti

(4)

rri+6 I" rri+6
lim
£-+0

pri-t-o pri+o

/ (rh(ue)\yi+6) — / h{ue)dr
Jri—6 Jy

dy < —C(M, at)R6,

by definition of h(ue) and the previous lemma.
Thus

rri+6
lim
£ —►() (q'(zye))2(l-(4)2)rdr < C(M, at,ri)S.

For a given 6 > 0 similar estimates hold for all i = 1,..., TV.
(c) From (a) and (b)

lim
£-»o ±j (q'(z£ / e))2 (1 — (zE)2)rdr

for any 6 > 0. Letting 6 —> 0 we deduce that

lirn y f {q'(z£/e))2(l - (z£)2)r dr = 0.
2e Jo

<C(M,at, min ri)6,
l<i<N

Lemma 5. Let t and r*, i — 1,..., TV be the same as in the previous lemma. Then on a
subsequence {£nfc(i)}^=i we have (suppressing the index rik for notational simplicity)

8tr N
(53)3 i=1
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Proof. Fix 8 > 0 small. Then by (20) we have

rR
Es [«*](*) = 7/ W)2(.l + {4?)rdr<- [ W)2(l-(z*)2)rdr

e Jo e Jo

+ —f W)2\4\rdr+ Y1 ~[ (<i')2\4\rdr
£ J c6 6 Jrt-g

where Cs is as in Lemma 4. Observe that the first and the second integrals on the right-
hand side converge to zero by the previous lemma and due to the uniform convergence
of z£(•, t) —> d(-, t). Also by Theorem 12, zeT has a constant sign on each of [r-j — 6, r* + 6]
if e > 0 is small. Then by computing the integral in the third term by parts and letting
£ —> 0 we obtain

N [9_ m+<
lim — / (q')2\z£ \r dr

£ Jrt-6
8?r A

which, together with Theorem 4, implies (53). □

Theorem 13. E is continuous on [0, t) and

N
Es[w£]yETiW (54)

3 i=i

for every t E [0, r).
Proof. Since for every continuity point t of E in A, we have that E£[u£](t) —> E(t)

on the whole sequence, E(t) = ^ by the previous lemma. By Remark 6, the
set of points for which Lemma 5 holds is dense in [0,r). Then, since the positions of the
interfaces are continuous in time (see Theorem 3) and since E is monotone, we conclude
that E is continuous on [0, r) and thus E = E°[v] on [0, t). □

Remark 7. Since E is continuous on [0, r), using Theorem 12 we obtain that —> d
locally uniformly on [0, i?] x [0, r).

Theorem 14. E£[ue] —> E uniformly on compact subsets of (0,r) as e —> 0.
Proof. More generally, suppose that there is a family {/„}„eN of uniformly bounded

monotone continuous functions on an interval (a, 6), converging to a monotone continuous
function / in L1((a,6)). For all 6 > 0 and n E N set A£ := {t : \f(t) — fn(t)\ > £}• Then
meas(A") —* 0 as n —> 00 for any 8 > 0, where meas(^4) is the Lebesgue measure of the
set A. Choose [^,£2] C (a,b) and suppose that fn does not converge to / uniformly on
[£1,^2]- Then there exists S > 0 and a subsequence {rik}keN such that [ti, ^2] HA"' 7^ 0
for all teN. For every k E N select snk E [£1,^2] H A^fc, and passing yet to another
subsequence we have that snk —> s E [£1, £2] as k —> 00.

In what follows we will omit the index k for notational simplicity. Suppose that
{/n}ngN and / are monotone decreasing. Since / is continuous on (a, 6), there exists
h > 0 such that \ f{s + h)—f(s — h)\ < 6/4. Since meas(A",2) —► 0, we can find I E N such
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that si G (s - h, s + h) and there exist pi G (s — h,si)C\ A^2 and p2 G (si,s + h)Ci A^y2.
Assume at first that /(s;) — fi(si) > 0; then /(s;) — 6 > fi{si) and also

/(«*) = f{P2) + (/(sj) - f{P2)) < f{p2) + V4 < /ife) + 35/4;

then
fi(P2) - <V4 > /i(s0>

which is a contradiction since /; is monotone decreasing. If /(s;) — fi(si) < 0 then
the same procedure works with pi replaced by p2- The case when {/„}ngN and / are
monotone increasing can be handled in a similar manner. □

Theorem 15. E is locally Lipschitz continuous on (0,r).
Proof. As in the proof of (25) (see [6]), we have by Holder's inequality that for any

t\,t2 G [0,T]

f I \h't(x,t)\dxdt < [£ I ;(»!(*,>»'**) "2 (/" £ tedt) "2
< C(h - - £*[«*l(t2))1/!,

where hE(x,t) = h(u£{x,t)) and C is independent of e. At the same time

f f \h1(x,t)\dxdt> f \hE{x,t2) — h£{x,t\)\dx.
Jtx Jn Jn

Then, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have for any ti, t2 G (0,r) that as

£ ^ r
|h(x,t2) - /i(ar, £i)| dx < C(i2 - ti)l,2(E(ti) - E(t2))1/2.fJq

Here h{x,t) = h(v(x,t)). Since v takes values +1 or -1 a.e.,

|h(x,t2) - h(x,ti)\ = 1\v(x,t2) - v(x,ti)\ a.e.

Choose a compact set A G (0,r). Since v(x,t) is known explicitly on (0,r), by Theorem
13

N

~\v{x,t2) - v(x,t!)\dx lr'2^2) ~ ri^ I
1=1

N

- f ri^ ~
i=l

>Ci(^!)-^2)),

for any ti,t2 G A, where C\ depends only on A. Therefore, for any ti,t2 G A

E(ti) - E(t2) < C(t2 - <i)1/2(i?(ii) - E{t2))1'2.
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Dividing both sides by (E(ti) — Efo))1'2, we conclude that E is locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous on (0, r), with Lipschitz constant depending on the energy bound M and the set
A. □

This result is sharp in R2 since, as we will see, each of the interfaces moves by its
curvature. Then, if at least one of the interfaces shrinks to zero at a time t, the limiting
energy, which depends linearly on a position of every interface, cannot be differentiable
at t.

Remark 8. By slightly changing the proof of the previous theorem, one can show
that the r, are locally Lipschitz continuous on (0, r) for alii = 1,..., N.

REMARK 9. Multiplying (51) by e and choosing yx appropriately we have that for any
continuity point t > 0 of the limiting energy E

{q'^/e))\{zl)2 - 1) - 0 (55)

uniformly on [0, R}. Then, by Remark 7,

{q'{z*/e))\{zl)2 - 1) -> 0

uniformly on [0, R] x [ii, £2] -
Remark 10. Choose a sequence {/in}neN C R such that hn —» 0 as n —> 00. Inte-

grating Eq. (51) in t for the appropriate y and y\, using the previous remark and passing,
if necessary, to a subsequence we obtain that the averages

AL
c\ rt+hn

(t):=—j| A e(s)ds (56)

converge uniformly as e —> 0 to a limit Xh„ for each n <G N. Moreover, by Theorem 15,
the equation {A/,n}neN is locally uniformly bounded on (0,r).

6.3. Convergence of reaction-diffusion equations to a nonlocal mean curvature flow.
Our next goal is to determine the dynamics of the moving interfaces on an interval [0, t).
We will use the following strategy. First, as in [3], we are going to show that the distance
function d satisfies certain differential inequalities in a viscosity sense. Then using these
inequalities we will determine for every interface that its position solves a certain ODE
(again, in a viscosity sense). Finally, we will prove that if the initial positions of interfaces
are given, the uniqueness of the classical solution of the latter system of ODE's implies
that interfaces solve this system of ODE's in a classical sense.

We can prove the following refinement of Remark 10.

Lemma 6. Let be as in (56). There exist Ah & C([0, r - 7]) and A £ C([0, r - 7])
such that

a)
A£h —> Ah uniformly on [0, r — 7] as £ —> 0;

b)
Ah —* A uniformly on [0, t — 7] as h —> 0.
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Moreover,

m = 7'° ■E" i n(t)
Here N is the number of interfaces, and aw is a function depending on the geometry of
the problem,

v(R,t)-v(0,t)
aN\t) =   • (57)

Remark 11. This particular expression for A is valid only in two dimensions.
Proof. Multiply Eq. (32) by er\u€r\ and integrate by parts over [0, i?]. Then for e > 0

small we obtain

rR s fR 1 fR l~R
/ \u£r\u£tr dr—~ / \uer\u£dr+- / W'(u£)\u£\r dr—\£ / h'(u£)\u£\rdr — 0. (58)

Jo * Jo £ Jo Jo
£

Since —> d uniformly on [0, /?] x [0, r — 7] and due to our condition on the number of
zeroes of z£, we immediately obtain that zeroes of z£ are uniformly at a distance of order
1 away from the interfaces if e > 0 is small enough. It is also easy to observe that the
coefficient of \£,

Be := [ b! (u£)\u£\r dr — ~ [ \Dh(u£)\dx
Jo 277 Jq

converges uniformly as e > 0 to | J2iLi ri> since z£ —> d uniformly on [0, i?] x [0, r — 7].
Since rt are uniformly bounded away from zero on the interval [0, r — 7] for every i =
1,..., N, we can divide (58) by B£ and integrate the result by parts over (t,t + h) to
obtain

-el B~L(s) I \u£r\u£tr dr ds+ I B~L(s) I V <{ / (^{u£r)2 +-W(u£) ) dr2 £
/t+h pR rt+h I   f pri-

B^i*)I K\u£trdrds+ ^ B'^s) I S |_/

(|«)2 + -W{u£)^j dr 1 J ds + o(l) = J*+k \£{s) ds (59)E{/[Jr

for sufficiently small, positive, e, h, and 6. Here o(l) denotes the terms uniformly con-
vergent to zero on [0, t — 7] as £ —> 0, while A+ is a set of indices of the interfaces with
dr > 0, and A- is a set of indices of the interfaces with dr < 0. Note that

1 rt-\-h pR

— / / (q'(zE/e))2(l - \z£\)2r dr ds —> 0 as £ —> 0
Jt Jo

uniformly on [0, t — 7]. From (13) and since q' = 1 - q2 = g(q) we have

d fR fR 1 fR
0 = — / h(u£)rdr= / g(u£)u£trdr = - / (q'(z£/e))2z£rdr. (60)

dt Jo Jo £ Jo
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Then by (60), Holder's inequality, and the remark above,

ft+h r Ft 1 rt+hr>i-\-n rti i ri-\-n nti

/ B~\s) / \u£r\u£tr dr ds = - / {q'{z£/e))2\zer\zEtr dr ds
Jt Jo £ Jt Jo

i nt-\-h pR

- B-\s) {q\z£/e))\l-\z£r\)z$rdrds
£ Jt Jo

Mr< sup Be
se[t,t+h]

x

0,

f>t-\-h n R \

/ / (u£t)2rdrds
Jt Jo ,

as e —> 0 uniformly on [0,i — 7]. It is easy to show that the remaining term in (59)
converges uniformly to

ft+h aN(s)

/
ds,

where an defined in (57) is either +1, —1, or 0 depending on the relative number of the
interfaces from A+ and A~. Thus, for any h > 0 small,

1 ft+n aN(s)

It Ef=i ri(s)^h * ^ I ^S

uniformly on [0, t — 7] as £ —» 0. Now since a/v(*)/ YliLi r»(') continuous on a compact
set [0, t — 7],

> aJv(-)
A/i EiLi *■<(•)

uniformly on [0, t — 7] as h —» 0. □
We remind the reader that this formula for A holds only in R2. For higher dimensions

A will be determined by a different formula.

Theorem 16. Assume that 4> £ C°°([0, /?] x [0,r)) is such that d — </> has a maximum
at (ro,to) € (0, R) x (0, t) and d(ro,to) < 0. Then

cj)t - A(j) + A < 0 at (r0,t0), (61)

where A(t) is as in Lemma 6.
Remark 12. Without loss of generality we can assume that the maximum of d — 0 is

strict. Indeed, this can be achieved by replacing cp by

Mr.t) = 0(r,()fc^£ +
a p

and choosing a and (3 to be small enough.
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Proof. The proof is based on a viscosity argument of [3]. First fix 7 > 0 and let
7 > h > 0. Suppose fi7 := [0, R] x [0, r — 7]. Set

^ rt-\-n

zh = jl z£(x,s)ds,

rt+h
dh = - / d{x,s)ds,

^ rt-\-h

^k=hJ <t>(x>s)ds-

Since ze —> d uniformly on [0, i?] x [0, r) we have that
(a) zeh —> dh uniformly as e —> 0 on fi7;
(b) dh —► d,J£i<f>h -> ->■ for i = 1,2, uniformly on ft7 as h -> 0

since both d and 4> together with its derivatives are continuous on the compact set
[0, R] x [0, r - 7 + /&].

Since dh — 4>h converges to d — 4> uniformly for h > 0 small, dh — 4>h achieves its local
maximum in a small neighborhood Ah := [ro — ah, ro + ah] x [to — bh, to + bh] of (r0, to)
such that ah,bh j 0 as h —> 0. Similarly, since z^ —> dh uniformly, for e > 0 small, z^—fih
has a maximum in a small neighborhood Aeh := [ro — aEh, tq + a£h] x [io — bEh, to + b£h]
of (j"o,fo) and such that a£h I o,h,beh I bh as e —> 0. Observe also that if h and e are
given, \Aeh\ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a and (3 small enough, where a
and (3 are as in Remark 12. This implies that we can find hi,£\ > 0 such that for any
£1 > e > 0 and hi > h > 0,

ze(r,t) < 0 if (r,t) 6 [r0 - aeh,r0 + aeh] x [t0 - b£h,t0 + beh + h].

By integrating Eq. (17) in t we obtain

4t - A4 I-1 J*+k A£(s) ds + A j'+h f ((^(r, *))2 -l)ds = 0 (62)

on f27. Then by the definition of 17£ and Theorem 7, the last integral is positive in Aeh.
Fix any (rEh,teh) € where z^ — </>/, has a local maximum; by (62) we have

<t>ht ~ A<t>h + A^ < 0 at (7-eh, t£h),

where Xeh(t) is as in (56). By Lemma 6, X£h —* Ah uniformly as £ —> 0 and, in turn A^ —» A
uniformly as h —> 0. Let £ —> 0. Passing to a subsequence, we obtain that

eh,^eh) 7 h,th) £

and that
<fat - &<t>h + Xh < 0 at (rh,th)■

Letting now h 0 and following the same procedure as for e, we obtain

<t>t — A<^> + A < 0 at (r0, io)- D (63)
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Suppose now that <j) <£ C°°([0, R] x [0, r)) is such that d — <f> has a maximum at
iri{to),to) and the ith interface is such that dr(to,ri(to)) > 0. Since in the neighborhood
of (ri(to),to) the distance function d(r, t) = r — ri(t) and rt is continuous on [0, r — 7] we
have that, for d > 0 small,

:= <j>(r + S,t) + 6 6 <7°°([0, R] x [0,r))

is such that d — <j>s has a maximum at (rj(io) — 8, to). Then by (61)

<j>st - A fa + A < 0 at (ri(t0) - Mo),

and thus
4>t - A0 + A < 0 at (n(t0), t0).

Therefore, d is a viscosity subsolution of

zt - Az + A = 0 at (rz{to),to). (64)

Similarly, we can show that d is also a viscosity supersolution and thus a viscosity solution
of (64) at (ri(to),to) for any to G [0, r — 7]. Since d is known explicitly for any t E [0,r)
and constructing a test function in a way similar to that of Theorem 12, we find that r,
is a viscosity solution of

+ JT = 0- (65)r* Ei=i n
The same procedure for the interfaces with dr(to,ri(to)) < 0 shows that rL satisfies

1 , aN

YN rLui=1'»

in a viscosity sense. Given the initial locations of the interfaces, the system of ODE's
(65) and (66) has a unique classical solution. Moreover, since for a given A each of the
equations (65) and (66) has a unique viscosity solution, r = (r\,... ,r^) is a classical
solution of (65-66) on [0, r — 7] and, since 7 is arbitrary, on [0, r). The mass preservation
property of the limiting flow follows directly from (65) and (66), or by considering an
asymptotic limit of (13). Once again, the formula for A in higher dimensions will be
different from (63) and (64).

Any subsequence of our original sequence in e contains a subsequence such that uE con-
verges in L1 ([0, R] x [0, r)) to a limit v (that may, in general, depend on the subsequence)
satisfying:

(a) v(x,t) £ {-1,1} a.e. on [0,R\ x [0,r),
(b) limt_,0 v(x, t) — 4>{x) a.e. on [0, R],

with interfaces moving according to (65-66). However, since a function with these prop-
erties is unique in L1([0, R] x [0, r)), then v is the same for all subsequences. Therefore,
v is an asymptotic limit of ue on the whole sequence.

Observe that if N is even, then A is zero and therefore interfaces simply move by their
mean curvature. Hence our solution exists at least up to the time when the innermost
interface shrinks to zero. No interfaces can collide with each other in this case. However,
the latter may occur if N is odd. We consider this situation in the next section.

ri + ir + - = 0 (66)
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7. Asymptotic behavior of reaction-diffusion equations.
7.1. General initial data. "Ghosf interfaces. Let r be the first time when any two

interfaces of the opposite sign meet. Then after the collision these interfaces might
disappear, repulse, or continue to move together. The behavior of the coupled pair of
interfaces that form in the latter case cannot be immediately analyzed using the procedure
that we employed in the previous sections. It is not clear, for example, whether such
pairs will move continuously in time. Indeed, the coupled pair of interfaces corresponds
to a discontinuity of the limiting solution v in the region, where this solution is constant.
Since a position of the discontinuity can be chosen arbitrarily for any t £ [t,T], without
changing v € Ll(fl x [0, T]), we can no longer use (25) to deduce the continuous evolution
of the coupled pair of interfaces. Thus, in order to continue our analysis past the time
r, we have to generalize our results to a wider class of initial data.

Prom now on suppose that (31) is no longer valid. As we have already mentioned in
the previous paragraph, no information on the dynamics of coupled pairs of interfaces
can be obtained from the L1-limit v of solutions u£ of (12). Hence, we begin this section
by studying the pointwise behavior of ue{-,t) on [0,-R] as e —> 0.

Let
Nt := intcl{r £ (0, R) : ue(r,t) —■> —1},

Pt := intcl{r e (0, R) : ue(r,t) —> +1},

where int A is an interior of the set A and cl A is its closure. Nt and Pt are clearly
nonempty for all t > 0, since neither v(r, 0) = +1 a.e. r £ (0, R) nor v(r, 0) = —1 a.e.
r 6 (0, R) by our assumptions on the initial data. For every t > 0 and r £ [0, R] define

u *(r,t) = limsupu£(s,f),

and

it*(r, t) = liminf ue(s, t).
£—»0
s—>r

Then u*(-,t) is an upper semicontinuous and u*(-,t) is a lower semicontinuous function
on [0, R] for any t > 0. For each 0 < 6 < 1 set

Nf:={reNuu*(r,t)>-6},
K (68)

Pt := {r G Pt,u*(r,t) < 5}.

Remark 13. Fix to > 0 and an arbitrary p e (0, R). Suppose that 0 < S < 1 is given.
Since the energy is bounded, passing to a subsequence, one can assume that there are
finitely many points in both Nfn D [p, i?] and Pfo fi [p, R]. Indeed, if r e then by the
definition of N^. there exist subsequences {ejjjgN and {sj}jeN such that £j —> 0 and
Sj —> r. At the same time, lirrij-.oo uEj (sj,to) > —S while uS;>(-,to) converges to —1 in
the neighborhood of r. One can show (cf. Theorem 4) that this jump will contribute into
the limiting energy E an amount, greater than C(6)p, where C is a constant depending
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only on 6. But then, taking more points in N?0, passing to further subsequences in e, and
using the boundedness of the energy, we find that the set N^o fl [p, i?] is at most finite.

By choosing any countable dense subset G of [0, oo) and using the diagonal argument
we can find a subsequence {ej}j6N such that the set Nf fl [p, /?] is finite for every t £ G.
Furthermore, for any sequence {rk}keN such that limfe^^ r^ = 0 and any I £ N, we can
find a subsequence {ej}jeN such that the set TVf fl [rk,R] is finite for every t £ G and
every k = 1Then applying the diagonal argument again, we conclude that there
exists a subsequence f°r which the set Nf n [ro, i?] is finite for every t £ G and
every ro £ (0, R). Clearly, the same statement holds for Pf.

We are now in a position to prove the following technical lemma describing the dy-
namics of and Pf. This lemma is somewhat similar to the clearing-out lemma (see
[13], [14], [15], or [16]).

Lemma 7. There exist a S > 0 and a set c [0, oo) containing finitely many points
characterized by the following.

Let to £ [0, oo) \ n6 and A c Nto \ Nf(> be an open set, where N%0 is as in Remark 13.
Then there exists an a(A,to) > 0 for which

Nf n[ro,R]nA = 0 (69)

for any t £ [t^, to + a(A,to)) and any ro £ (0, R). The same result holds for P/.
Proof. Let T > 0 be given. Fix 6 > 0. Since the limiting energy E is a bounded,

monotone decreasing function of t, there are at most finitely many points t £ [0, T] such
that E(t~) — E(t+) > 0/2, where E(tf) ~ lim? _,t± E{t). Denote the set of such points by
U6 (the meaning of the index 6 will become evident later on). Then [0, oo) \ 11^ consists
of finitely many intervals

n

(0, oo) \ n«5 = [J(ij,ti+i).
i= 1

Fix an arbitrary i = 1,n and rj > 0 small. Then using the monotonicity and bound-
edness of E we can subdivide an interval [ti + 77, ti+\ — rj\ into finitely many intervals on
which the variation of E does not exceed 9/2:

1

[h + T),ti+1 - T)\ = (Jfe-l.tj],
i=i (70)

E(i+_x) - E(i~) < for j = 1,..., I.

Moreover, we have, for e sufficiently small, that the variation of Ee[ue] on each of these
intervals does not exceed 6. This follows from the pointwise convergence of E6[u£] to E.
Applying the procedure of Theorem 9, we find that

|eA£(t)| < C(M)dl/2 + Oil) (71)

uniformly on Uj=ife'-ii where O(l) —> 0 as e —> 0. Fix a number

to € (U + r/, ti+1 - 77) n G C [0, 00) \ FL
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and set
6- := 2C(M)6l/2 (72)

where 9 is chosen so that 28 < 1. Then for e > 0 sufficiently small, |eAE(£)| <8/2
uniformly on [ti + r), ti+\ — r/\.

Let A be an open set such that A c iVto \ N^o, and suppose without loss of generality
that A is an open interval that lies between two consecutive points in 7Vt6o or between
the point from JVtfi and either ro or R (this is possible since to £ G). Suppose that for
every t £ (to,U+i — rj), there exists a £ (£o,^] satisfying

N*nA=£0. (73)

In other words, there exists an rCT £ A and subsequences {£3l(ff)}fc£N and {pJfc(cr)}fceN
such that (omitting the index jk(&))

lim ue(p,a) > —8. (74)
p—*r a

Fix t € (to,ti+\ — rf). We can choose an open interval B such that B C Nto \ iV/0
and A C B. By our assumption and since u*(r,i0) is upper semicontinuous, uE(r,to) <
—8\ < —8 uniformly on B for e > 0 small. Let r^,rg denote the endpoints of A and B
correspondingly, that is, A = (r^,r^) while B — (r^,rg). By (74) we can fix a small
e > 0 such that there exists a p £ A with u£(p, a) = —82 for some 8 < 82 < 81 such that
282 < 1. We want to obtain a contradiction.

First, assume that one can find p\ £ (rg,p) and satisfying

u£(pi,s) < -82 and u£(p2,s)<-82 (75)

for all s £ [to, cr] • Define r £ [to, a] by

r = min{s £ [t0,(r] : u£(r,s) > —82 for some r £ (p!,p2)}.

From the continuity of u£, our initial assumption on B and (75), it follows that t £ (to, cr]
and that u£ achieves its maximum on (p\,p2) x (£o, t\ at (rT, r) with u£[rT, r) = — 82. But
at the point of the maximum we must have (following the usual proof of the maximum
principle)

0 < — - + 62 < e\£{t) - ue(rT, r) < 0,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, at least one of the following conditions must be
satisfied:

1. For every r £ (rB,p) there exists sr £ (to, a] such that u£(r, sr) = —82; (76)

2. For every r £ (p, rj) there exists sr £ (to,cr\ such that u£(r,sr) = —82. (77)
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Assume, without loss of generality, that condition (77) holds. Then for every r G (p, r^),

/ \h(u£(r, s))t\ds > f \h(u£(r,s))t\ds > h(u£(r,t0)) - h(-S2) > 0 (78)
J to J to

since h is decreasing.
Following the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain the following estimate:

IfJ J t\

tl

\ht(uE)\dsdx < C(M)(t2 -ti)1/2 for any t\, t2 G [0, oo), (79)

where M is given by (14.a). Then since p G A,

f (h(u£(r,t0)) - h(-62))rdr < [ (h(u£(r,t0)) - h(-62))r dr
Jr\ Jp

< [ ( \ht(u£)\rdsdr < C(AI)(t — to)1/2.
Jp J to

Passing to a limit on a subsequence chosen in (74) and since h(u) — ^—u with u£ —> — 1
a.e. on B x {t0} ^

6 + y) ■ ((r^)2 ~{r+A)2) -2C{M){t -£o)1/2- (80)

The left-hand side of this inequality is strictly positive and independent of t, while the
right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small by choosing t sufficiently close to to. This
is a contradiction and therefore, contrary to (73), there exists an a(^4, to) > 0 such that
Nf nA = 0 for any t 6 [io5^o + a{A, to))- Since r) and i in (70) are arbitrary and G
is dense in [0, oo), the conclusion of the lemma will hold for any t G [0, T] \ 11,5. It also
follows from the proof that a depends on a distance between A and NfQ. In fact, by (80),

a(A,t0) > min{ inf Il6 - t0, C(r0) dist2(,4, N? U {r0,R})}, (81)
t >to

where C(ro) is a constant depending on ro and dist(A, B) is a distance between two sets
A,B C [0,i?].

The generalization to (69) is obvious. □
From now on we will assume for 11^, Nf, and P/ that the number 6 is as in the previous

lemma.
Definition 2. Fix t > 0. Every point ro G Nf U Pf will be called a "ghost" interface

at the time t. We will denote the set N? U Pt6 of "ghost" interfaces by TJ.
From now on we will refer to the interfaces from (see Def. 1) as "regular" interfaces.

Observe that Tf H (Nt U Pt) — 0 and Tt U (Nt U Pt) = (0, R), while rj C Nt U Pt. In the
remainder of this paper the type of the interface will not be specified for the results that
hold for both "ghost" and "regular" interfaces.
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u( ,t)

1

r0

a)

♦ u(-,t]

1

-1

(b)

Fig. 1. The "ghost" interfaces: (a) ro £ JV/; (b) ro G P/

In addition, we would say that there is an interface at r = 0 if

u*{0,t) ± -u*(0,t),

and that there is an interface at r = R if

u*(R,t) / -u*(R,t).

Our definitions admit a simple geometric interpretation. Let r £ (0, R) be such that
in some neighborhood of r, the asymptotic limit v of solutions of the nonlocal Ginzburg-
Landau equations is equal to u\ to the right of r and to 112 to the left of r, where u\ and
U2 are constants. Then we will say that there is a "regular" interface at r if U\ / U2 and
that there is a "ghost" interface at r if u\ = u? — u but v(r) 7^ u. In this formal setting
one can think of a "ghost" interface as of a coupled pair of "regular" interfaces (see Fig.
1). We have that u = — 1 for a "ghost" interface from and that u = 1 for a "ghost"
interface from Pfs.

If r e [0, /?] is an interface, by choosing a sufficiently small neighborhood A of r, one
can see that the variations of solutions ue of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation
over A are bounded from below uniformly in e (cf. Theorem 4). Therefore, for a small
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s > 0 a smooth function ue might have a single or multiple "jumps" near r. Then it
is customary to say that the multiplicity of the interface at r is greater than one if ue
"jumps" at r more than once. We will give the exact definition of the multiplicity later
in this chapter.

Notice that the exact behavior of the solution near r is not captured by our defini-
tions of the interfaces, since we can only conclude that a "total variation of the limiting
solution" near r is greater than zero. It turns out, however, that for our method one
does not need to know the multiplicity of a "regular" interface in order to determine its
motion. Indeed, the viscosity method described in the previous chapter relies only on
the fact that the sign of the limiting solution changes at r and not on an inner structure
of the interface. The notion of the multiplicity, nevertheless, will be taken into account
when we describe the interactions of interfaces.

The next three corollaries are immediate consequences of Lemma 7.

Corollary 1. The position functions of the "ghost" interfaces are continuous on their
respective intervals of existence, except maybe the points from the set FL.

Remark 14. By Theorem 3 the same result holds for "regular" interfaces for every
t > 0.
Corollary 2. The "ghost" interfaces can nucleate only at exceptional times t E n<s.

COROLLARY 3. For each t E [0, T\ \ 11,5 and each closed set A C Nt \ Nf there exists an
h > 0 such that, for an e > 0 small, ue is uniformly negative on A x [t,t + h\. The same
result holds for Pf.

Then repeating the proof of Theorem 12 we obtain

THEOREM 17. Fix ro € (0, R). Then zE(-,to) —> d(-,to) uniformly on [r0,i?] if to E
[0, T) \ 11^ is a continuity point of E. Here d(-, t0) is a signed distance function to the set
(r(ur[)n[r0,4

Remark 15. Let to E [0, T] \ Ilj be a continuity point of the limiting energy E. Fix
7 > 0 and ro e (0, R). Following the proof of Proposition 5 from [12], using (38) and the
bound on |£Ae|, we obtain that there exist an £o > 0 and a r > 0 such that

(c/V/e))2^)2 - 1) < 7 (82)

uniformly on [ro, R], where e < £q and t E [to — t, to + t] C [0, T] \ Ilg.
Remark 16. Suppose that to E [0, T] \ 11^ is a continuity point of the limiting energy

E. Fix arbitrary ro E (0, R). Let 6 be as in Lemma 7 and choose 0 < 7 < (1 — 62)2.
Then by Remark 15, we can find an £q > 0 and a r > 0 such that

q'{z£{r,t)/e) <l-62, (83)

for every r E [ro,i?], satisfying the equation z^(r,t) = 0, where e < £0 and t E [to —
r, to + t\. Now fix £ < £0. Let r(t) be a continuous curve such that (r(t),t) satisfies

z£(r,t) > 0,

z£r{r,t) = 0, (84)

z£rr{r,t) > 0,
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for every t £ [i 1,^2] C (£0 — T^o + T)• By (83), we have that

u6(r{t),t) = q(ze (r(t),t) / e) > 6,

for every t £ [i 1, ̂ 2] • Following the proof of Lemma 7, we can choose e to be so small
that |£Ae(£)| <6/2 uniformly on [ti, <2]- By Taylor's formula and (84) we obtain

zs{r(t + At), t + At) - z£(r(t),t) = z£(r(t),t)(r(t + At) - r(t))

+ z£r(£, t){r(t + At) - r[t))2 + z£(r(t), t)At + o(At) (85)

> zf(r(t),t)At + o(At),

where £ € [r, r + Ai] and > 0 is small. At the same time, using the standard proof of
the maximum principle, we conclude that

zt(r(t),t) > -

for every t € [ti, <2]■ Thus, by (85),

ze(r(t2),t2) - ze(r(t{),ti) > ~(t2 ~ ti),

and t2 — t\ is of order e since \ze\ is uniformly bounded on [0,00). Hence, by the
maximum principle in the proof of Lemma 7, there exists a r > 0 such that there are no
(r, t) G [ro, R] x (to —T,t0 + r] for which (84) holds. Then, since r0 is arbitrary, there are
no points in (0, R] satisfying (84) for t — to- A similar statement can be proven for the
symmetric set of conditions

zE{r,t) < 0,

z£r(r,t) = 0, (86)

zerr{r,t) < 0.

Now the idea of multiplicity can be made more precise on the basis of Remarks 9 and
16. We remind the reader that, as a consequence of the uniform boundedness of EF-[a ),
we have for any continuity point t > 0 of the limiting energy E that

(q'(zye))\(z*)2- 1) — 0, (87)

as £ —> 0 uniformly on [0, i?] (cf. Remark 15). Suppose now that to is a continuity point
of E such that there exists a subsequence {£nfc(t0)}£i satisfying

lim
k—>00

J (utnk)2rdr^j < 00.

The set of such points is dense in [0,T] by Remark 6. We would like to calculate the
value of E(to). Suppose, in addition, that there are finitely many interfaces at to (this
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assumption will be justified later). Then Theorem 17 can be extended onto the interval
[0, R}. Applying the technique of Sec. 6.2, we find that

(M(tp) i-n(to)+6
lim E£[u£](t) = lim / |V/i(ue)| dx = lim < / \Vh(ue)\dx
£—>0

lkn^|vMu£)|^=lim| g
i(t0)-S

where 6 > 0 is arbitrarily small, rj(t0) is a position of the ith interface ("regular" or
"ghost") at the time to, and M{to) is a total number of interfaces at to- In general, one
would have to include into the right-hand side of (88) the possible contribution from the
parts of the solution at r = 0 and r = R. However, as we will see in the next section,
there cannot exist an interface located exactly at the center of the domain f2, which
makes a nonzero contribution to the energy. In fact, there is no interface at r = 0 for
n — 2 and the multiplicity of the interface at r — 0 has to be finite for n = 3. The
multiplicity of the interface at r = R is always finite by the boundedness of the limiting
energy. We will assume for notational simplicity that there is no interface at r = R when
t = t0-

Fix now 77 > 0 small. From (87) we have that there exists an £q > 0 such that

foV/e))2^)2 -1) < n,

uniformly on (0, R) if £ < £0. Therefore, z£(-,t) is strictly monotone on the intervals
where (q'(z£/e))2 < rj, that is, where

(u£)2 = (q(z£/e))2 < 1 -r?1/2.

Since ue is continuous, one can deduce that the set {(we)2 < 1 —771/2} consists of the open
intervals I£ such that for every a the function uE is monotone on Ifk (cf. [12]). Each 1^
contains exactly one zero of ue and the variation of u£ on I* is 2(1 — 771/2)1/2 = 2 — 0(rj).
Then the variation of h(ue) on any given is | — 0(r]) and therefore, by (88), the
number of the intervals J* should be uniformly bounded in e. Using Remark 16, we can
also conclude for a small £ > 0 that there is exactly one zero of z£ between any two
consecutive intervals Ift. Hence the variation of h{ue) on the set [0, i?] \ |JQ I£a is of the
order 77 for every e < e0. It should be clear from (88) that for every 6 > 0 we can choose an
£1 < £0 such that the set |Ja 's contained in the Uf=ito)(ri(M —8,i"i(t0) +£) if £ < £\.
Then passing, if necessary, to a subsequence, we conclude for any given i — 1,..., M(to)
that the number mj(to) of the intervals inside (r^o) — rj(io) + 8) is constant in e,
if £ > 0 is small. Since 8 is arbitrary, the jump set of the limiting solution is located
at ri(to) where i = 1,..., M(to). Then we will say that multiplicity of the interface at
rj(fo) is mt(fo). By letting £ —> 0 in (88) we obtain that

g M(t0)

E{to) = 371" X] m*(*o)»"i(*o)- (89)
t=1

The preceding result shows for a small e > 0 and p > 0, that there are exactly as many
zeroes of z£ on [p, R] x {<0} as one needs to approximate a function v with mi(t0)
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jumps inside [p,R\. Moreover, for n = 2,3, the number of zeroes of z* will be finite for
every t > to, since it is finite at to (cf. Theorem 8). Hence, the number i'°' mi(t) °f
the interfaces (counted with their multiplicities) will remain finite for every t > to, when
fl C R2 or R3. In the next section we will generalize this result using the methods of
measure theory.

Thus, we can formally say that the limiting solution v has finitely many "jumps"
between +1 and —1 clustered at interfaces. On a scale e these jumps are located infinitely
far away from each other, from the boundary, and from the center of Q. This is a
consequence of the relation (87). The number of jumps of v at an interface constitutes
its multiplicity. A given interface r is a "regular" interface if the "total variation" of v
across r is an odd integer and it is a "ghost" interface if the "total variation" of v across
r is an even integer. Later, we will see that the multiplicity of any interface cannot
increase for all but finitely many t > 0 unless it collides with another interface.

Before attempting to describe the dynamics of moving interfaces, we would like to
determine whether new interfaces can nucleate in the interior of the set 0 \ (I\ U TJ) or
at the center of the domain Q. So far, we only know from Lemma 7, that nucleation
cannot occur for any (r, t) 6 [roj-R] x [0, T] \ n^. The interfaces, however, may appear
from the origin r = 0 if t > 0, or at any r 6 [0, Il\ if < G 11/.. We will rule out both of
these possibilities in the next section.

7.2. The absence of nucleation. In Lemma 7 we determined that new interfaces cannot
appear in the interior of the set [ro,i?] \ (Ft U FJ) for any r0 > 0 and any time t £ 11^.
We want to show that, in fact, the same conclusion is true for every t > 0 with r0 = 0.
Some of the results below depend on the dimension of the space containing the domain

hence we will assume that fi C R™. We begin by proving the following estimate.

Lemma 8. There exist an e0 > 0 and an a > 0 such that for any 0 < e < £o and any
t > 0 one can find an r(e, t) G [0, R] for which

W,("(r(e,'),'» < a2 (90)

and

/ V/i(ue)»xda: >^(h(-l)\\BR\\-H)>0 (91)

hold, where H = | fQ h(ue) dx\ and B, is the ball of radius r and volume ||£?r || centered
at the origin.

Proof. Fix t > 0. Due to the uniform boundedness of the energy we have that the
Lebesgue measure

C {x (zQ. £ 2 ,
for every a > 0 and e > 0. Here M is as in (14.a). Choose p > 0 such that

M-1XM - \\BP\\) < i(M-l)IM - H). (93)

The right-hand side of this inequality is strictly positive by our assumption on initial
data.
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Let a satisfy

Then, by (92), there exists r(e,t) € (p, R) such that (90) holds. Moreover, by the
definition of W,

(u£(r(e, t), t))2 > 1 - a\fe.

Denote p£ := u6(r(e,t),t) and w£ — \/l — uyje. Then, integrating by parts, using (93)
and the monotonicity of h, we obtain for a small e > 0 that

/ \7h(ue)»x.dx >n \\Br(e^\\h(pe) — / h(ue)dx
^ &r(e,t) ^r(e ,t)

> n{\\Br{£,t)\\h(-w£) ~(H + h(-l)\\BR\\ - /i(-l)||5r(£,t)||)}
> n{(h(-w£) - M-l))l|5r(e,t)|| + (2h(-l)\\Bp\\ -H- /i(-l)||Bfl||)}
> n{(h(-we) - M-l))l|Sr(e,t)|| - §(M-l)Pfi|| ~H)}.

Then, since h is continuous and lim^o = 1, we can find £o such that

(M-l) - h(-w£))\\BR\\ < -l(h(-l)\\BR\\ - H),

for every e < £o and hence (91) follows. □
This technical result enables us to obtain an L2-bound on A£.

Theorem 18. We have

hS [ \\£)2 ds < C[(E(t0) - E^)) + (h -t0)] (94)
£^° J t0

for any 0 < to < t\ < oo. Then for every T > 0 the set {A£}e<eo is uniformly bounded
in L2([0,T]).

Proof. Fix 0 < t0 < <i < oo. Multiply Eq. (12) by VuE • x and integrate by parts
twice over i?r(£,t) to obtain

W(W) £1v»°I21 da _ o (95)

/ eu\ (Vu£ • x) dx — /

+ X£ f (Vh(ue) • x) dx + r(e,t) (
J Br(e t) JdBr(e tf

Solve this equation for A£, take the square and integrate in t over \t\,t2[. Then, since for
e > 0 the coefficient in front of A£ is uniformly bounded from below in e and t, we obtain
by (22)

[ ( [ £ust (Vm£ • x) dx | dt < [ ( [ £Uf (Vu£ • x) dx\ dt
Ju V^ru.t, J A VAl J

~ ̂  It 2 (/ dx) (/ £^2 dX) dt ~ MR2 I 21 £^2 dxdt
<MR2(E£[u£(-,t1)\-Ee[ue(;t2)}).
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The remaining terms in (95), except the one with A£, are uniformly bounded on [0, oo).
Then (94) follows by the previous lemma. Hence, due to the uniform boundedness of the
limiting energy, the set {A£}£<£0 is uniformly bounded in L2([0,T]) for every T > 0. □

As a next step, we define for every t > 0 a measure

on Borel subsets of fl. Choose a smooth nonnegative function -ip with a compact support
in Q. Then, after integrating by parts and completing the square, we obtain

Y f -ipne(dx-, t) — —e f (V^> • VuE)tt( dx + e ( ipu£t
dtJn Jn Jn

= —e (W • Vue)uf d® + e / ipul
Jn J n

-A u£ + \w'(uE)£z

eh'{uE) - uEt

dx

dx (97)

Jq Jn

Then
d
dt [ ipn£(dx;t) < C(ip)n£({ip > 0};£) + 4(Ae)2 f ip/j,6(dx;t),

Jn Jn
which implies by Gronwall's inequality that

/ 4>[ie(dx] t) < C\t + C2 / ipfi£(dx; 0),
Jn Jn (98)

where C\ depends on ip, the uniform bound on the energy, and the L2-bound on A£, while
C2 depends on the L2-bound on Ae only. Hence, using the weak-* compactness of Radon
measures and (98), we can apply the diagonal argument to construct a subsequence
{£„}„£n and a Radon measure /x such that (omitting the index n)

lim / ipn£(dx-,t) — / ipfi(dx-,t).
e^°Jn Jn

This procedure originates in Brakke [16] and has been used by several authors ([13], [15]).
We refer the reader to [15] for the detailed treatment.

Remark 17. One can easily check that

(rturj) x [0,27r) C support of [i (99)

for every t > 0. Moreover, using Theorem 17, we find that at continuity points of the
limiting energy

(rf UTj) x [0, 2tt) = support of /i. (100)

We are now ready to show that new interfaces cannot nucleate at the center of il.
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THEOREM 19. Let a continuity point to of the limiting energy E be such that there are
finitely many interfaces when t = to- Then no new interfaces will appear from the center
of the domain for any t € {to,ti), where t\ = inft>4o(n^, U5io) and t 6 Et(j C (fo,oo)
if and only if there exists an interface that shrinks to the center of Q at time t.

Proof. Let to € [0,T] \ 11^ be such that there are finitely many interfaces at t = to.
Denote ro := r\ (to) to be a position of the innermost interface at time t0. Choose a
positive, smooth, monotone decreasing function 4" with a compact support in such
that

r 1, r £ [0,ro/3],
I 0,

^(r,6) =

Then by (97)
r > 2ro/3.

f ^/j,£(dx;t) < 4(Ae)2 f ^^£(dx;t) + e [ ^
Jn J n J ndt $ dx

< 4(Ae)2 f ty[xE(dx; t) + f $>n£(dx;t),
Jn J n

(101)

where $ = V,^ . It is easily checked that $ is a continuous nonnegative function with a
compact support in [ro/3, 2ro/3] x [0, 2-k). Using Gronwall's inequality, we obtain from
(101) that

J^^(dx-t) < Q^//(<*r;*0))exp ^4 j (X£(s))2 ds^j

+ [ [ $exp f (A£ (cr))2 da\fi£ (dx; s) ds
J to J SI \ Js J

<C f ^fi£(dx; to) + f [ <&n£(dx\s)ds ,
_J J to J S~2

where C depends only on the uniform /.'-bound on A£. As e —> 0, we have that

/ ^/Is(dx; to) —>> / ^^(dx; to) = 0
J fi Jn

by our assumption on to- At the same time, due to the uniform boundedness of the
energy, ^ (

n$[i£(dx;s)ds —> / / $n(dx;s)ds.
! J to J

By Lemma 7, one can find a(to,ro) such that there are no interfaces on [ro/6,5(ro/6)]
when t £ [to,to + a(to,ro)). Recall that

a(t0,r0) = min{ inf n6 - t0,C(r0) dist2(A, N? U {0})}, (102)
t>t0

by (81), where A — [ro/6,5(ro/6)]. Since the support of $ is contained inside A, Theorem
17 implies that

<&!i(dx; s) = 0,
/J n
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whenever s E [to, to + a(£o,T"o)) is a continuity point of E. Therefore,

n<&lie(dx\s) ds —► 0,
u !

as e —> 0 when t € [io,^o + c*(£o, ?"o)), and

ji(dx; t) = 0JJ a

for every t 6 [to, to + a(to,ro)). Thus we conclude, by the definition of that there are
no interfaces on [0, r0/3] when t G [i0) to + a(to, r0)). Then the statement of the theorem
follows by (102). □

Next we would like to extend this result to all t > to- We will need the following
theorem.

Theorem 20. Let t > 0 be such that the positions of interfaces are uniformly bounded
away from zero on an interval [t — <j, t) for some a > 0. Then no new interfaces can
nucleate at the center of U when t = t.

Proof. Let s and r be such that t — a < r < t < s and both t — r and s—t are small. By
our assumptions, the number of interfaces at t = r is finite. Suppose that r is a continuity
point of the limiting energy E. Let ro(t) be a position of the innermost interface at time
t, where t £ [r, t). Denote r = A lim inffro (£). Then, by our assumptions, f > 0. Let

1, r < r,t < s,

1 — th •
tp(x(r),t,s) =

Then

r r r (Vii, • „ r w(ue\
-tpdx

r>r,t<s.

" I W(dx-,t) - I ^'(dr;f) + £ / (^^ldx + iWf [
Jn Jn Jn t-W Jndt

< e

L< 4(Ae) / ipfjf (dx;t)
J n

for any t < s. This inequality follows from (97) since

\Vib\2 < 0

for every t < s. Therefore,

f ip/ie{dx\t) < f ip^j,£(dx;T) exp^4 f (Ae(s))2ds\ <C f ip/j,£(dx;T), (103)
J Q, _JQ _ \ J t / J Q.

where C depends on an L2-bound on A£. Passing to the limit as e —> 0, we obtain for
every t £ [t, s) that

/ ip(x,t, s)fj,(dx;t) < C / ip{x,T,s)n{dx\T). (104)
Jn Jn
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By the definition of ro we can choose r to be such that 2r — ro(t) < r/2. Then, using
the definition of rp, we obtain

/Jo.
iP(x,T,s)fi(dx-r) = 0[l-th[ 32((gr)_r))) = 0 (exP (-16((sr)_r) ) )' (105)

by evaluating the integral fn ipn6(dx\ r) directly and passing to the limit in e. The right-
hand side of (105) can be made arbitrarily small by taking s and r sufficiently close to
each other. Therefore, we can find r < t < s such that

f 47rf
/ ip(x,t,s)n{dx;t) < —,

Jn 18

when t G [r, s). This implies that there are no interfaces on the interval (g,f) for every
continuity point t of the limiting energy E such that t € [r, s). But then, one can use
the technique of the previous theorem to conclude that no interfaces can appear from
the center of for any t 6 [r,s). □

In order to combine the conclusions of Theorems 19 and 20, we have to study the
dependence of the multiplicity of interfaces on time. In addition, this will enable us to
describe possible singularities of the nonlocal flow and determine the points in where
such singularities might occur.

For any a, b, 7, s > 0 and t < s let

( l-fi(feziy). 0 < r < a,
^a,b{x{r),t, s) - < 1, a < r < 6, (106)

I 1 - ^ ' b < r < R

and .
f 1 — th ( i27s 7) I ' 0 <r<R—%,^(x(r),t,s)={ \ 32{s~t] r ~ 2' (107)
[1, R~l<r<R.

We start by making the following remark.
REMARK 18. By choosing the appropriate a and b in (106), one can apply the proof

of Theorem 20 to i/vh to conclude that new interfaces cannot nucleate in the interior of
the set [r0,ii] \ (rf U F£) for any t 6 11^. Therefore, Lemma 7 can be extended to all
t > 0. Now let to be a continuity point of the limiting energy E such that there are no
interfaces on [R — 7, R] for t = to and some 7 > 0. Then, once again following the proof
of Theorem 20, we have for ip7, given by (107),

lim J ip-y(x,t,s)fj,e(dx-,t) = O ^exp .

whenever t E [to, to + 7]. By evaluating the same integral explicitly we determine that
there are no interfaces on [R — 7, R] for t £ [to, to + 7] and, therefore, for all t > to- Thus
we will assume for simplicity that there are no interfaces on [R — 7, -R] for all t > to-
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Theorem 21. Suppose that to £ [0, oo) \ 11^ is a continuity point of the limiting energy
E such that there are finitely many interfaces at the time t = to- Then there exists s > to
such that the "total multiplicity"

M(t)

L(t) = ^2 mk(t) (108)
fc=i

of interfaces in fl is nonincreasing on continuity points of E in [£o>s)- Here M(t) is the
number of interfaces at the time t.

Proof. Let s > to > 0 be given. By (103) and the definition (106) of ipatb we obtain
that

/ ipa,b(x, t, s)fj,(dx\ t) < / ipatb(x,t0,s)n(dx;T) exp I 4limsup / (A£(s))2 ds J ,
Jn L/n J V £—>oo Jt0 J

as £ —* oo for every to < t < s. Suppose that (3 > 1 is given. Let

A/? := {t £ [0, oo)| exp{C[(£;(i) - E(s)) + (s - <)]} > d, Vs > t},

where C is as defined in (94). Then the monotonicity of the limiting energy implies that
the set is finite on [0, oo). Therefore, by Theorem 18, for every to G [0, oo) \ Ap we
can choose a number s > to such that

/ i>a,b(x>t,s)fi(dx;t) < (3 / ipa,b{x,to,s)ii{dx;t0), (109)
Jn J n

for all to < t < s. We will suppose for simplicity that for any number (3 below, the set
Ap C Us.

Now fix t0 € [0,oo) \ 11^, a continuity point of the limiting energy E such that there
are finitely many interfaces at the time t = to- Then, by Theorem 19, the number of
interfaces remains finite until the time 11, where

h = in/ (n<5 u=to) (110)t>t o

is the least time greater than to such that either some interfaces shrink to the center of
V, at t = t\ or t\ £ lis. Since the number M(to) of interfaces at the time to is finite,
the interfaces are bounded away from zero and each has a finite multiplicity. For every
continuity point t > 0 of the limiting energy E denote

M (t)

L{t) =
k=1

to be the "total multiplicity" of interfaces at the time t. Then the number L(to) is finite.
Let (3 = 22L°to)1 ■ Suppose that p > 0 is such that the intervals (rfc(io) — P,fk{to) + p),
where k = 1,..., M(to), are mutually disjoint. Using the continuity of interfaces, we
can find a number s > to such that interfaces will remain inside the set Ufc=i°^(r'fe(^o) —
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P,rk(to) + p) for every f0 < t < s. Let a = rfc(t0) — p and b = rk(tQ) + p. Fix
i £ {1,..., M(to)} and consider the interface r, (to). Assume that s > to is such that
(109) is satisfied for every to < t < s and that p > 0 is such that If to < t < s
is a continuity point of the limiting energy E then, using the definition of ipa.b, we obtain
by directly evaluating the integrals in (109)

^2mik(t)rik(t) < 2L^ 1 m^nito) + o(s - t0)

for every to < t < s. Here the sum in i^ on the right-hand side of the inequality is taken
over the interfaces that might exist at the time t inside the interval (ri(t) — p,ri(t) + p).
Each of these interfaces must originate at (Vi[to), to), since the positions of interfaces are
continuous on [0, oo) \ 11^. Then, by choosing s to be sufficiently close to to we obtain

v—\ 2<L(to) ~f~ 1 , * L(to)n , N 2Z/(to) ~t~l , \ 1 /iii\s + ^<M+°(S~!o> < ^I(5"m'(,o) + 2- (111)

Suppose that the sum on the right-hand side of (111) is greater than rrii(to). Then

2L(t0) +1 /x 1
m,:(<0) + 1 < 2L,[to) + 2

and therefore,
L{to) < mt{t0),

which contradicts the definition of L(to)- Hence Yhmik^) — mi(to) f°r every continuity
point t of the limiting energy E such that to <t<s. We conclude that the sum of the
multiplicities of interfaces with an initial point at (ri(to),to) is less than or equal to the
multiplicity of the interface at the time to- Moreover, since the number of interfaces
is finite at t — to, there exists a number s > to such that the "total multiplicity" L of
interfaces, defined by (108), is nonincreasing on continuity points of the limiting energy
E in [to, s). □

Remark 19. Let s be the same as in the previous theorem and choose r < s < S\,
such that r is a continuity point of E, while both Si — s and s — t are small. Then,
using the same analysis as in the proof of the previous theorem, we conclude that L
is nonincreasing on continuity points of the limiting energy E in some [r, Si) where
s € [r,Si). Furthermore, we obtain for any given i = 1 ,...,M(s) that the sum of the
multiplicities of interfaces meeting at r^s) is always greater than or equal to the sum of
the multiplicities of interfaces with the initial point at ri(s).

This procedure can be continued for as long as no new interfaces can appear at the
center of the domain $7. Therefore, L is nonincreasing on continuity points of the limiting
energy E in [to^i), where t\ is given by (110).

Since the multiplicity of every interface is a positive integer, the function L(t), defined
on a set D C [to, ^i) of continuity points of the limiting energy E, is positive and integer-
valued. Since L is nonincreasing on D and D is dense in [to,ti], we can extend L to the
interval [to,ti) by assuming for every t € [to,ti) that

L(t) = lim L(sj), (112)
Si—>t+

where {sj}jeN C D.
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Now suppose that t\ ^11^, that is, t\ £ Eto and one of the interfaces shrinks to the
center of fl at the time t\. Here H([| is defined in Theorem 19. Then, by the continuity of
interfaces, there are finitely many interfaces at the time t = t\ since L is nonincreasing
on [to7 ̂  1) • Therefore, we can continue applying the procedure of Remark 19 until we
reach the first time £2 such that £2 € 11^. Moreover, using the same remark, we conclude
that L remains nonincreasing on continuity points of the limiting energy E in [£0,^2)-
By (112), we can extend L to a bounded, positive, nonincreasing, and integer-valued
function on [£o,£2)- It follows then that L can be discontinuous at most at finitely many
points in [£0, £2).

Due to the continuity of interfaces, Remark 18, and the boundedness of L, the number
of interfaces in fl is uniformly bounded on the interval [£2 — <x, £2] for any small a > 0.
Let ro(£) be a position of the innermost interface at the time £. Then ro is continuous
on [£2 — <7, £2) C [0, T] \n«, except maybe for finitely many points. Indeed, the positions
of interfaces are continuous on their respective intervals of existence inside [0,T] \ 11,5.
Therefore, if ro is discontinuous at some £ € [£2 — 0", £2), the interface closest to the origin
disappears at t. Then, by Theorem 20, the function L is discontinuous at £, but there
are only finitely many such points in £ G [£2 — a, £2). Hence we can assume that r is
such that ro is continuous on [£2 — er, £2). Suppose that f = | limt^t-r0(£) > 0. Then we
can apply Theorem 20 to conclude that no new interfaces can appear from the center of
fl at £2, and use a slightly modified version of Theorem 21 to conclude that the "total
multiplicity" L might increase at £2, but it will remain bounded.

If, at the time £2, some interface shrinks to the center of the domain fl then f = 0.
However, using the boundedness of L, the proof of Theorem 20 can be easily extended
to such £2 by a small modification in the definition of r.

Continuing in a similar manner, while taking into account the finiteness of the set n^,
the continuity of interfaces, and (112), we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 22. Suppose that there are finitely many interfaces at some time £0 > 0,
where £0 is a continuity point of the limiting energy E. Then

1) The interfaces cannot nucleate at the center of the domain fl for any £ > £0.
2) The "total multiplicity" L of interfaces, given by (108) and (112), is nonincreasing

on [£0,00) \ n6 and bounded on [£0,00). The number M(£) of interfaces at a time £ is
uniformly bounded on [£0,00).

3) For any i = 1, ...,M(£) and £ e [£0,00] \ n^, the sum of multiplicities of the
interfaces meeting at rt(t) is always greater than or equal to the sum of multiplicities of
the interfaces that originate at r^(£).

Here the uniform boundedness of M(£) follows from the boundedness of L since the
multiplicities of interfaces are nonnegative and integer-valued.

Theorem 22 implies that new interfaces in fl can only appear for £ > £0 following
the splitting of an interface with multiplicity greater than one. Consider, for example,
a "ghost" interface of multiplicity two that can be formally modeled by a coupled pair
of "regular" interfaces with the jumps of the same size and the opposite sign. Then,
depending on the relative speed of the interfaces in the pair, the "ghost" interface might
either disappear or split up into two distinct "regular" interfaces.
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The preceding discussion enables us to say that the positions of interfaces are backward
continuous on [io,oo). That is, if a € (0, R) is a position of some interface at t\ > to,
then there exists a continuous curve p such that p{t\) = a and p(t) is an interface for
every t G [t0, ^l]-

We conclude this section by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 9. Let x £ R" where n = 2,3. Then there exists a dense subset A of (0, oo)
such that for every t £ A one can find a i-dependent subsequence {ffjljeN such that the
asymptotic limit of ue' as j —> oo has finitely many interfaces at the time t.

Proof. Let A be as defined in Remark 6 and fix t £ A. We have to show that at the
time t interfaces cannot concentrate at r = 0. Without loss of generality, we can prove
this lemma for n = 2. In the estimate (51) set y = 0 and choose y\ > 0 such that for
t £ A

W(u£(yi,t))
0 as e —> 0.

Then using the boundary conditions ona£, (51) can be rewritten as

W(ue(0,t)) fyi . . , fy\ 2 dr „/ltr ,
—   <£ / uturdr — e / (ur) 1-C(M,at)

Jo J o r

for a small e > 0. Here C(M,at) is a constant, M is the uniform bound on Ee[u£], and
at is defined in Remark 6. Consequently, by Holder's inequality and for a small e > 0

Q ^ W(ue(Q,t))

< (e fV\u£r)2^) ' (e (y\ul?rdr\ ' -e P «)2^ + 2C(M, at)

and therefore

£
rVl dr
/ «)2- <C(M,at). (113)Jo r

Now we can use (51) to show that

rS r6 W(u>no ro

Jo Jy
- dr dy

is of order e. One can prove using this estimate, that Lemma 4 holds for every t € A. It
follows then from the bound (113), that no infinite sequence of the "regular" interfaces
with radii convergent to zero can exist at the time t £ A. This is a consequence of
the equipartition of the energy (52) and (99). Indeed, suppose that "regular" interfaces
concentrate at the center of fl at the time t. Then applying the technique that was used
to prove (89), we conclude that the right-hand side of (113) can be made arbitrarily
large for a small e > 0. This, however, contradicts (113). Therefore, on a dense subset
A of [0, T] there are at most finitely many "regular" interfaces. Since the positions of
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"ghost" interfaces at the time t may depend on a subsequence in e, the same result can
be extended to "ghost" interfaces by passing to a further t-dependent subsequence. □

Remark 20. It immediately follows from (113) that for n = 2, the interface cannot
be located at the center of the domain O if t £ A. For n — 3 the analog of (113) implies
that the multiplicity of the interface at r = 0 is finite. Finally, for n > 3, we can use the
method of the previous lemma to prove that on a dense subset A of [0, T] an interface of
arbitrary multiplicity cannot be located exactly at the center of Q and have a nonzero
contribution to the energy at the same time. It is easy to observe that, otherwise, both

a(t)<e f (uEr)2rn~l dr < (3(t) (114)
Jo

and

:/ «)V~3 dr < P(t) (115)
J o

are satisfied uniformly in e, where 0 < a(t),f3(t) < oo for every t e A and y > 0. Then,
applying the technique that was used to prove formula (89), we find that e Jq (uf.)2rn~3 dr
must be arbitrarily large for e > 0 small, if there is an interface at r = 0 such that
(114) holds. This, however, contradicts (115). The same results can be extended to all
continuity points of the limiting energy E by using the continuity of interfaces and the
monotonicity of E.

Lemma 9, along with the previous theorems, implies that for fl in R2 or R3 and
arbitrarily small t > 0, we can find a subsequence {£j}jSN such that there are finitely
many interfaces at the time t. Then the number of interfaces is uniformly bounded on
[t, oo). Similar results should be valid for the spaces of higher dimensions. However, we
are unable to prove this.

Since our analysis in the next chapter will rely on the finiteness of the number of
interfaces for every t > 0, we will assume for f2 c Rra, n > 3, that, at least on a
subsequence, the initial data has finitely many interfaces.

7.3. The dynamics of interfaces. We have already determined in (89) that on a dense
subset A of [0, T\ the limiting energy E can be computed by the formula

8 ME(t) = ^^2mi(t)ri(t)- (116)
i=1

Fix any a > 0. By our assumptions on the initial data, we obtain for an appropriate
subsequence, that the asymptotic limit v of solutions u£ of (12) can be characterized by
moving interfaces, the number of which is uniformly bounded on [a, oo). Here cr can be
set equal to zero if the number of interfaces is finite at t = 0. Hence we will assume
without loss of generality that a = 0.

Let L(t) be the "total multiplicity" of interfaces at the time t, as defined in (108) and

(112). By (108)
M(t)

L(i) = mk(t)
k=1
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for every continuity point t of the limiting energy E. By Theorem 22 and the discussion
before it, the function L is bounded, positive, integer-valued on [0, oo) and nonincreasing
on [0, oo) \ U6. Thus, L can be discontinuous at no more than finitely many points in
[0, oo). Denote the set of these points as II.

Suppose that t E [0, oo) is such that L is continuous at t. Then, by the continuity
of interfaces, the monotonicity of the limiting energy E, Theorem 22, and (116), we
have that E is continuous at t and therefore can be determined by (116). Hence, E is
continuous on [0, oo) \ II.

Observe that Ilg C II. We would like to describe the singular behavior of interfaces
for t G II. Fix any t E II. Then L is discontinuous at t. By Theorem 22 and the
monotonicity of the limiting energy, either of the following happens at t:

(a) For some i E {1,.. ■, M(i)}, the sum of the multiplicities of the interfaces that
meet at (r,(i),i) is strictly greater than the sum of the multiplicities of interfaces that
originate at (ri(t),t). Then the limiting energy E is discontinuous at t.

(b) For some i E {1,..., the interface rt shrinks to the center of Q at the time
t. Then the limiting energy E remains continuous at t.

(c) Both (a) and (b) occur at the same time.
In particular, (a) occurs when two interfaces collide at (ri(t),t) and disappear.

Clearly, the set II does not contain all times when geometric singularities of the non-
local flow might occur. Indeed, suppose for some to E [0, T] \II and i — 1,..., M(to) that
the interface r,(t0) has the multiplicity mi(t0) > 1. Then the sum of multiplicities of the
interfaces that may originate at r,(fo) is equal to m,i(to)- In other words, for e <IC 1, the
solution of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation has m; (to) "jumps" near r,(to). Then
formally, by taking different combinations of these "jumps", we can interpret the inter-
face ri(tQ) as being composed from several interfaces of multiplicity lower than rrii(to)-
It is possible that for t > t0, the interfaces in this composition will drift apart, causing

the original interface to split up. Then, there exists an interval [to, to + a] C [0, T] \ II for
some a > 0 such that the sum of the multiplicities of the new interfaces with the initial
point at ri(to) is equal to rrii(to)- Observe that the limiting energy E is continuous at
to- In fact, by repeating the arguments of Theorem 15, we can prove that E is locally
Lipschitz continuous on [0, T] \ II.

Later, the same interfaces might recombine, forming the interface of the multiplicity
rrii(to), then split again, etc. Therefore, even on the intervals where the limiting energy is
continuous, the behavior of the interfaces might be extremely complicated, with numerous
geometric singularities of the nonlocal flow. Using the continuity of interfaces we can
show, however, that the set of times in [0, T] \ II corresponding to such singularities is
nowhere dense in [0,T] \ II. Indeed, by the definition of II, the sum L(t) = Yhi=i mi(t)
is independent of time on the interval [^,£2] if C II. Suppose for simplicity that
L(t) — 3. Then there are three "jumps" A, B, and C from which the interfaces on [t\, £2]
are composed. These "jumps" can be arranged into the following combinations:

1) A, B, and C—three "regular" interfaces;
2) AB and C—one "ghost" and one "regular" interface;
3) A and BC—one "regular" and one "ghost" interface;
4) ABC—one "regular" interface of multiplicity three.
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Let Afc be the set of times in [£1^2] at which the combination k exists. Then [ti,t2] =
(Jt=1 Afc- Suppose that the set Aj fl A§ has a nonempty interior. Choose A C AJ n A|
open. Then, since the interfaces are continuous on [ti,t2], only the combination (2) of
AB and C can exist on A and AnAi =0. This is a contradiction. Hence, Af fl AS; has
an empty interior. By repeating the same argument, we find that the set [=1 A£ fl Af
is nowhere dense in [£1,^2]-

Therefore, in any neighborhood of every t G [0, T\ \ n there exists a to G [0, T] \ II
and a (to) > 0 such that there are no geometric singularities of the nonlocal flow on the
interval (to, to + a(to)). In Sec. 7.4 we will show that, in fact, "regular" interfaces cannot
split up for any t G [0, T]\II and that the "regular" interfaces appearing after the splitting
of a "ghost" interface at some t = to cannot recombine for any t > to- Therefore, the
number of times when "ghost" interfaces may split up into "regular" interfaces is finite,
because the number of interfaces is uniformly bounded on [0, 00). By including these
times into the set II, we will obtain that a(to) = mint6n(t — to).

Suppose again for simplicity that x G R2. We know that at an arbitrary time to G
[0,T] \ II there are finitely many interfaces of either kind—"regular" or "ghost". We
would like to show that the evolution of every "regular" interface depends in a nonlocal
fashion on its mean curvatures. Let to be such that there exists a number a(to) such
that [to, to + a(to)] C [0,T] \ II and the positions of all interfaces are represented by
continuous and mutually disjoint curves r, on [to, to + a(to)] for i = 1,..., N + K.
Here N is a number of "regular" interfaces and K is a number of "ghost" interfaces on
the interval [t0,t0 + a(to)]- Then, for every i = 1,..., N + K, the functions r,(-) are
uniformly bounded from below on [to 1 to + a(fo)] by some p > 0, and no "ghost" or
"regular" interface can disappear or change its multiplicity on that interval. Since there
are finitely many interfaces for every t G [to, to + a(£o)], we can set r0 = 0 in Theorem
17. Then, with a few changes, the results of Sec. 6.2 still hold on [fo,^o + oc(to)).

Recall that for any h > 0
^ rt-\-h

dh = - J d(r, s) ds.

Then, since d is known explicitly, we have for h small enough, that near the "regular"
interfaces either

-y rt-\-h
dh(r,t) = r--J n(s)ds, if dr(ri(t),t) > 0 for t G (t0,t0 + a(t0) -7) (117)

or
rt+h,

dh(r,t) = - J n(s)ds - r, if dr(ri(t),t) < 0 for t G (to,to + «(io) - 7). (H8)

for some arbitrarily small 7 G (0, a(to)) such that h < 7 and i = 1,..., N. The time
interval is restricted to (to, to + a(to) -7) so that (117) and (118) make sense. For every
"regular" interface set

rih(t) := J ri(s) ds

where i = 1,... ,N. Following the proof of Theorem 16 we obtain
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Theorem 23. Choose for which the conclusion of Remark 10 holds. For
7 G (0,a;(f)) small, denote fla = [0, i?] x (to, to + a(to) — 7). Assume that <f> G C°°(na)
is such that dhn — 4> has a maximum at (ro,to) and dhn(ro,to) < 0. Then

<j>t - A0 + Ahn < 0 at (r0, t0),

where Ahn is as in Remark 10.
Finally, by repeating the arguments following Theorem 17, we conclude that for every

h small (omitting the index n in hn)
(a) if dr(ri(t),t) > 0 for t G (to, to + q(<o) — 7), then is a viscosity solution of

rih + — -\h=0 on (to, t0 + a(t0) — 7); (119)
Tih

(b) if dr(ri(t),t) < 0 for t G (to, to + a(to) — 7), then rLyL is a viscosity solution of

hh + — + Ah = 0 on (t0,t0 + a(t0) -7), (120)
Tih

where An G C([to,to + ci(to)]) and rt are the positions of "regular" interfaces for i =
1..., N. Recall that, by Remark 10, the set {A/t}n€N is bounded in C([to,to + a(to) -7])
for any 7 G (0,a(t0))-

Since the positions of all interfaces are known at the time t = to, then so are the initial
conditions on for every i = 1,... ,N. Thus, given A/j, Eqs. (119) and (120) have the
unique classical and, therefore, viscosity solutions on [£o>^o + a(to) ~ l)-

Now we can prove the following theorem describing the motion of "regular" interfaces.

THEOREM 24. Let rt denote the positions of "regular" interfaces for i = 1,... ,N. Fix
any 7 G (0, a(t0))- There exists A G Loc([^0, io + o(^o) —7]) such that on [to, t0 + a(t0) —7]
the function is a weak (in a sense of distributions) solution of

ri + — — A = 0 if dr(ri(t),t) > 0, (121)
n

and
fi + — + A = 0 if dr(rAt),t) < 0, where i = 1,..., N. (122)

Ti

Moreover, A satisfies

J^ ^Y^ri(s)^J \(s) ds = aN(t2 - ti), for any tx, t2 G [t0,t() + n(to) - 7] (123)

where
oar(t) = -[ap limw(r,t) — ap limw(r,<)]. (124)

2 1—>R 0

Here ap limr_»ow('") t) is the approximate limit of v(-, t) as r —> a (for the definition of
the approximate limit see, for example, [27]).
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Notice that (123) depends neither on the multiplicity of "regular" interfaces nor on
the positions of "ghost" interfaces. Indeed, as we will see, (123) is a consequence of
the volume-preserving character of the nonlocal flow and therefore is independent of the
behavior of the limiting solution on a set rt UIY of measure zero.

Proof. Let A := [to,to + a{to) — 7]. Since HA^H^oo^ < C for every n 6 N, then on
a subsequence h —» 0 (omitting the index n in hn)

Xh —> A weakly- * in L°°{A) for some A £ L°°(A).

We also know that when h —* 0,

fih i~i uniformly on A,

by definition of for i = 1,... ,7V. Then, since are uniformly bounded away from
zero on A for every i — 1,..., N,

 » — uniformly on A for i — 1,..., N.
rih n

Hence, by (121) and (122)

hh ~* Pi weakly- * in L°° (A) for some p € L°° (A).

At the same time, since r-L is locally Lipschitz on A, the function r, € W1,oc(A) for every
i = Therefore, Pi = fj for every i = 1,..., N, where f; is the derivative of rj in
the sense of distributions. Passing to a limit in Eqs. (121) and (122), we find that rt is
a weak solution of

fi-1 A = 0 if dJrAt), t) > 0,
n

and

fi -t b A = 0 if dr(ri(t),t) < 0,

where i = I,N.
Multiplying Eqs. (119) by — and Eqs. (120) by for their respective i's and

adding the resulting equations together, we have for every h > 0 that

- ^2 Win + ^2 rih'i'ih + I XIrih ) = aNl
dr> 0 dr< 0 \ 2=1 /

where an is as in (124). Integrating this expression over [£1,^2] for any fi,f2 G A we
conclude that for every h > 0

ft2 ( . \ rtt f^ ^ \
I I ^ ^ Tihf ih ~t~ ̂ ^ Tih^ih. I dt ~t-I I ^ ^ | A/^ dt — I CIjy dt ttjv (^2 ^1) ?

V dr>0 dr<0 J ■'tl \i=1 / ^4l
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since an is constant on A. Therefore, using the mass preservation property of the limiting
flow

/ v(t,x)dx= / v(0,x)dx for alH > 0,
in Ji 2

we have that as h —* 0,

rt2 ( Ni: sTi I Adt = aivfo — ti) for any t\, t2 € A. □

Since 7 in the statement of the previous theorem is arbitrary, "regular" interfaces
evolve according to (121-122) on the interval [to, to + a(t0)). Notice that in the pre-
vious theorem we can allow for the collisions or splittings of "ghost" interfaces on the
interval [£q> ̂0 + a(to)) as long as only new "ghost" interfaces appear as a result of these
interactions.

Remark 21. Since, for "ghost" interfaces, (117) and (118) do not hold, we are not
able to determine their dynamics using our viscosity method.

7.4. Interactions of interfaces. In order to obtain a complete description of the inter-
actions between interfaces, one has to identify A explicitly. This can be done by using
the procedure of Lemma 6, which would require, in general, determining an asymptotic
limit of the quantity

- f W'{ue)\u£r\r dr = \ f q{ze / e)(q'(z£ / e))2\zer\r dr. (125)
^ Jo £ J 0

Unfortunately, this would require much sharper results on convergence of to its as-
ymptotic limit, since for the general initial data ue may fail to be monotone near the
interfaces. The task of proving these results is rather difficult and is beyond the scope
of this paper. However, in some special cases the necessity of estimating (125) can be
avoided. We return again to the problem studied at the end of Sec. 6.3.

Recall that r is the first time when two "regular" interfaces collide or one "regular"
interface shrinks to zero. Assume the former and let r g [0, T] \ 11^. Suppose without
loss of generality that > 0, that all interfaces are located away from the center of the
domain £7 and that the "ghost" interface, created as a result of the collision, does not
disappear instantly. Then, by our assumption on r, there exists a number T\ such that
every interface is continuous on [r,Ti]. By Theorem 24 for any t\,t2 € we have

ft2 /N-2 \ rt2 /N-2 \

hmoJt \y2rihj^hdt = J I riJ ^dt = 0,N{t2 - ti), (126)

where N is the number of the "regular" interfaces at the time t — 0.
On the other hand, we can estimate A/j using Lemma 6 and the inequality

1 fR
liminf- / W'(ue (r,t))\uUr,t)\r dr > aiy(t),

e Jo
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that can be proven using integration by parts. Then

rt+h / N—2
Ah It + ̂  ^7 ds' ^127^

where rl(t) is a position of the ith "regular" interface for i = and p(t) is a
position of the "ghost" interface. Substituting (127) to the left-hand side of (126), using
the fact that r-j(f) and p(t) are bounded away from zero on [r, n] for i — 1,..., N and
letting /i —> 0 we find that

rh (N~2 \ / W-2 \
{h ~ h) < aN J I ^2 r'(s) J ( p(s) + ri(sn dt - aN^2 ~ f')'ajv

which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is no "ghost" interface past the time t = r.
Moreover, since r G [0,T] \ IT^, we can use Remark 16 to show that one of the zeroes of
Zr will disappear after the time r for every e > 0 small. Hence we can continue applying
the procedure of Sec. 6.3 to determine the evolution of the remaining interfaces.

This and some additional results can be proven for a general initial data by using the
comparison arguments. We would like to prove

Theorem 25. For every t G [0,T] \ II, "regular" interfaces cannot split up into the
interfaces of the lower multiplicity.

Proof. Let to G [0, T} \II. Then there exists a(to) > 0 such that the limiting energy E
is Lipschitz continuous on the interval [to, to + a(<o)]- Suppose that s(to) is a position of
some "regular" interface of the multiplicity m(ta) > 1 such that v increases across s(to).
We know that for a fixed 6 > 0 small, the solution u£(-,to) of the nonlocal Ginzburg-
Landau equation has exactly m(to) zeroes inside the interval [s(io) — 5, s(to) + 5] if £ > 0
is small enough. For every small e > 0 choose the functions Xpe and ip£ in C3(fl) such
that

Tpe{r) = ip£(r) = ue{r,t0)

if r £ [s(to) - 8, s(t0) + 6] and

1 > ~ip£{r) > w£(r, to) > <p£(r) > — 1

if r G [s(£o) — <5, s(to) + £]■ Suppose, in addition, that both Tpe and ipE satisfy (14.a-14.c)
and that Tpe has no more than one local maximum inside (s(f0) — s(^o) + while <p£
has no more than one local minimum inside (s(fo) ~ s(to) + 6). Then, clearly,

Tp£,yf -»• v(-,t0) (128)

in L1 ([0, R\) and the multiplicities of the "regular" interfaces s(to) and s(to) are equal to
one. Here s(to), corresponding to the asymptotic limit of Tp£, and s(io), corresponding
to the asymptotic limit of tp£, satisfy s(to) — s(to) — s(to)-
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Assume now that Xs (t) is still determined by Eq. (19), evaluated at u£(-,t). We solve
the following problems for (x,t) G O x [to,T\:

(u\ = AuE — -^f(u£) + ig(u£)X£, x G Cl,t > t0,

du£
drT = 0, x G dfl,

art
(129)

and

\u£(x,t0) = fE(x), xe£l,t = t0,

( uE = Au£ — ~^f(u£) + ^5(ue)Ae, x G fl,t > to,

duE = 0, x G dfi,
an

(130)

\u£(x, ^o) = Vs{x)i xEfl,t = to.

Then, by the maximum principle,

]f(r,t)<ue(r,t)<u£{r,t) (131)

for every (r, t) G [0, R] x [0, oo). Multiply Eq. (129) by u\ and integrate over Q by parts
to obtain

Ee\v?(-,t)\=Eeffi] + f f XEh'(lf)ufdxds — f f £(uf)2dxds.
</1 o " J to J Q

Then, by Holder's inequality and the definition of h',

Es\ue(-,t)] < C£+ 2\/2 [ |Ae|f f ^-^-^-dx\ ( [ e^^dx") ds — [ [ e(u£t)2dxds
J to \Jn £ J \Jn J J t0 Jn

< CE + AE(t)(EE[uE(-,t)])^ f f f e(u£)2dxds\ — f f e{uEt)2 dxds,
\</tft J Q ) J tQ J £1

(132)
where C£ depends only on the initial data and A£(t) — 2v/2(i//( (X6)'2 ds)1/2. By Theorem
18, we can choose for a small a > 0 a number (3 (to) such that the function A£(t) is less
than 2 — a on the interval [to, to + (3(to)] C [£o> to + a(£o)] uniformly in e and t. Then, by
(132), we have that E£[u£(-,t)\ < 4ata2 C£ < 4ata2 M uniformly in e, where M is given
by (22). Moreover, by the same inequality (132), we obtain that E£\uE(-, t)] are bounded
in BV([to,to + ft {Us)]) uniformly in e. The same conclusions hold for the problem (130).

Hence, we can analyze both problems (129) and (130) using the methods developed
in this paper. In particular, it turns out that the asymptotic limit of u£ contains the
interface s with the initial position at s(to), evolving according to the equation

^+3 —A = 0 (133)
s
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on the interval [io,£o + P(to)], where A is defined in Theorem 24. At the same time
the asymptotic limit of ue contains the interface s with the initial position at s(t()) that
evolves according to the same equation (133)

s -(- — — A = 0
s

on the interval [to, to + /?(to)]- By (131) we also have

s(t) < s(t) < s(t) (134)

for every t G [to, to + P(to)]- Equation (133) is obtained as a weak-* limit of Eq. (119) (cf.
Theorem 24). Also the solutions of (119) converge uniformly to s on t G [to, to + (j{to)\.
Therefore, we conclude that

pto

J t0

to+P(to)
si + ^ - A£ ) dt - s{to)£(to) = 0,

for every £ G Cl{\to,to + P{to)]) such that £(io + P{to)) = 0. Similarly, we have for s

pto

J to

to+(3(to)
si + - M } dt - s{t0)£(t0) = 0,

for every £ 6 + /?(^o)]) such that £(to + P{to)) = 0. Then, since s(to) = s(£o),
we obtain

rto+0(to) / . (s-s)rt c

J t0 SS
(s - s)Z + v dt = 0. (135)

On the interval [to, to + (3(to)\, the function ss > a > 0 by the comparison (131) and the
fact that [to, to + P{to)] C [io> to + a(^o)] C [0, T] \ II. Then one can find a C^-solution of

i + — £ = s - s,
ss

€(to + P(to)) = 0,

which implies, by (135), that s = son [to, to + P(to)]- Therefore, by (134), the "regular"
interface s cannot split up on the interval [to 5 U) + fi{to)\. Since s and to are arbitrary,
no "regular" interface can split up into the interfaces of lower multiplicity for any t G
[o,T]\n. □

Suppose for simplicity that there are no interfaces in [R — 7, R] at t = 0 for some small
7 > 0. Then, by Remark 18, there are no interfaces inside the same interval for every
t > 0. Hence the approximate limit

ap lim v(r, t) = c
r—>R

is independent of time (for the definition of the approximate limit see, for example, [27]).
Here c = 1 or — 1. Assume without loss of generality that c — 1. Then ajv(t) will remain
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nonnegative for all t > 0. Then we can use comparison arguments, similar to the ones
given in Theorem 25, and nonnegativity of «;y to deduce that

(a) the "ghost" interfaces from N$ cannot exist on any interval in [0, T\ \ II on which
ayv is strictly positive, that is, when the number of "regular" interfaces is odd.

(b) If a "ghost" interface from Pf splits up into two "regular" interfaces at some time
to > 0, the latter interfaces will not collide with each other for any t > to.

(c) "Ghost" interfaces cannot split up on any interval in [0, T] \ II on which a/v = 0.
that is, when the number of "regular" interfaces is even.

Due to the lack of space we omit the proofs of these results, which can be shown by
constructing the appropriate comparison functions.

The structure of Eqs. (121) and (122) allows us to conclude that the "ghost" interfaces
that appear after the collisions of "regular" interfaces at some t > 0 should belong to the
set Nt and therefore have to disappear when a/v is strictly positive. In addition, one can
see from (121) and (122) that no more than two "regular" interfaces can collide at the
same point. The comparison arguments, however, do not allow us to determine whether
the "ghost" interfaces from Pf may exist for any period of time; otherwise, they might
either disappear or split up. Of course, if the initial data is such that a^{t) is nonpositive
for every t > 0, then one should interchange Nf and Pf in the statements above.

On the basis of these results and the finiteness of the set II, we find that the times,
corresponding to the geometric singularities of the nonlocal flow, are contained in a finite
subset Ils of R+. Here 11., consists of II and the times at which the interfaces collide
or split up with the limiting energy remaining continuous. We, however, do not include
in ns those t £ [0, oo) when only "ghost" interfaces collide or split up creating, in turn,
"ghost" interfaces only.

Fix any t0 £ [0,7'] \ II„. Then there exists an a(to) > 0 such that the positions of
"regular" interfaces on [<o, to + a(io)] are continuous functions of i, uniformly bounded
away from zero. Thus we can apply Theorem 24 to conclude that "regular" interfaces
evolve by (121-122) on [to, to + ct(io)). Since t0 e [0,T] \ IIS can be chosen arbitrarily,
we determine that on [0, T] \ II., "regular" interfaces evolve by the weak nonlocal mean
curvature flow (121-122).

Choose r such that t > t for every t £ IIS. Suppose that the number of "regular"
interfaces at r is even. Since the limiting energy E is continuous on [t, oo), we have from
(121) and (122) that "regular" interfaces evolve by curvature flow on [r, oo). Then the
innermost of these interfaces will eventually shrink to the center of fi for some t > t.
Thus t e ns. This contradicts our assumptions on r. So we deduce that the number of
"regular" interfaces at r should be odd. Then either a^{t) >0 for all f > r or a^(t) < 0
for all t > r. If there is more than one "regular" interface, we find by (121) and (122)
that at some t > r two "regular" interfaces will collide and disappear. Therefore, the
limiting energy E is discontinuous at t and t £ IT, which, once again, contradicts the
assumptions on r. Combining these observations with the fact that the volume must be
preserved in the nonlocal flow, we obtain for t > t that the asymptotic limit of solutions
of the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation can be characterized by a single stationary
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"regular" interface inside f2 such that

/ v(x,t)dx= / v(x,0)dx.
Jn Jn

Depending on the sign of a^(t), this limit might contain "ghost" interfaces from either
N'/ or Pt6 as well.

We summarize these results in the following theorem.

Theorem 26. Suppose that for some to > 0 there are finitely many interfaces. Suppose
that ajv(io) > 0 (or ojv(^o) > 0)- Then there exists a finite set IIS c [to, oo) such that

(a) "regular" interfaces evolve by the nonlocal curvature flow (121) and (122) on
[*o,oo) \ IIS;

(b) Nt — 0 (or P/ = 0) for any t € [io,oo) \ ns for which the number of "regular"
interfaces is odd;

(c) if to is such that to > a for every a € IIS, then for every t > to there exists exactly
one stationary "regular" interface in Q such that

/ v(x,t)dx — / v(x,0)dx-,
J n Jn

(d) the interfaces can collide, disappear, split up, change their multiplicity, or shrink
to the center of only at the times from the set I I s, except the collisions or splittings of
"ghost" interfaces that produce new "ghost" interfaces only.

If a/v(^o) = 0, then one has to substitute a/v(^o) in the statement of the previous
theorem by aplimr^Rii(r, t). Notice also that the analog of Theorem 26 for the spaces
of dimension higher than two will be slightly different due to the different formula for
the Lagrange multiplier A.

Finally, we conjecture that some of the results of the previous theorem can, in fact,
be sharpened. Namely we suggest that "ghost" interfaces do not exist at the time t if
the energy is continuous at t. At least formally we can explain this conjecture as follows.
One may think of a "ghost" interface as being formed by a pair of "regular" interfaces
with the opposite sign jumps (for example, one interface is a jump from —1 to +1 and
another from +1 to —1). Prom (121) and (122), we know that these interfaces will move
with a different speed if A is not equal to zero. As a result, the "ghost" interface will have
to either disappear or split up into two "regular" interfaces. Also, since the "regular"
interface of multiplicity higher than one can be thought of as being formed by a "regular"
interface of multiplicity one and a "ghost" interface, the same formal analysis suggests
that multiplicity of the "regular" interface should not exceed one. However, to prove this
fact rigorously, at least in the framework of our method, one has to study the limit of
(125) as e —> 0.
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